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ABSTRACT

The Kootenai Forest Habitat Suitability System produced ratings which

had only weak correlations with trout populations. The rating system was

found to be too subjective and did not include several important parameters
which influence trout populations, such as annual stream flow variation,
minimum flows and water velocity. Recommendations are presented which would
make the Kootenai System sufficiently quantitative to produce ratings which
would be indicative of trout populations.

INTRODUCTION

The Kootenai National Forest has developed a trout habitat suitability

rating system to assist in its land use planning and project decision-making

processes. A study was needed to determine if trout populations were correlated

with the suitability ratings calculated for resident and rearing fish and

aquatic insect habitats. The choice of physical factors to be analyzed is

difficult because environmental variables in streams are typically correlated

and confounded with each other (Reid, 196l). Later studies have substantiated

Reid's ideas on multivariant control of fish populations. Numerous physical,

chemical and biological factors interact to provide a given fish population

size. The most important abiotic factors for fluvial fish habitats are tem-

perature, rate of water flow, fluctuation in discharge and cover availability

(Hynes, 1972). A recent study by Binns and Eiserman (1979) concluded that

annual stream, flow variation, late summer flows, nitrate concentrations, fish

food abundance and diversity, cover, substrate, water velocity and stream

width were the most important environmental factors influencing stream trout

populations.

METHODS

The habitat suitability rating system developed by fisheries biologists,
Hank Newhouse and Bob Rainville of the Kootenai National Forest, was used to

rate l4 sections in 7 streams. The streams rated include: l) Big Creek, 2)

Sunday Creek, 3 ) Callahan Creek, 4) O'Brien Creek, 5 ) Pete Creek, 6) East Fork
of Yaak River and 7) Rock Creek. The Kootenai rating system evaluates the



following parameters as either good, fair, noor or none: l) instream cover,

2) bank cover, 3) spawning habitat and 4) channel stability (Appendix l).

Substrate composition is determined from ocular examination of the stream
bottom. Pools are classified using the parameters of deoth, length and cover
(Duff and Cooper, 1976). Estimates were made of the percent of the stream in
pools, riffles, run and glide. The width and depth were determined for a pool
and riffle from each section. Ocular estimates of flow and water velocity were
made. Instantaneous water temperatures were taken and the gradients were
determined with aid of a clinometer.

The relative abundance of major aquatic insect orders was estimated by
counting insects from approximately three square feet of rocks taken from a

riffle area. An aquatic insect index was determined from the following
parameters: total alkalinities, organic debris, algae growths, substrate size,
bottom stability, percent of stream in riffle and embeddedness.

Pish were collected using standard Montana electrofishing gear. Mark
and recapture data were used to calculate population estimates on l4 one
thousand foot-long sections. Methods described by Vincent (1971) were followed
for electrofishing operations and for analyzing mark and recapture data. Ap-
proximately 48 hours elapsed between the marking and recapture runs. The
estimates tend to run high due to the movement of marked fish from the section
between the marking and recapture runs. The error should be similar among
the sections. Length frequency distributions and age data from previous years
were used to segregate fish into approximate age groups.

FINDINGS

East Pork Yaak River

The habitat suitabilities and population estimates for the East Pork of
the Yaak are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Rainbow trout ( Salmo
gairdnerl ) was the primary fish species collected from the two sections. A
few rainbow X cutthroat hybrids were also caught. A total of 151 and 351
rainbow trout were caught in Sections 35 and 25, respectively. The resident
suitabilities were markedly higher in Section 35 than in Section 25, yet the
population estimated indicated a slightly higher population of rainbow over
7.0" in Section 25 than 35. The lower resident populations in Section 25 than
in Section 35 were probably related to the differences in stream flows and
widths between the sections. The flows (about 20 cfs) and width (30 feet) in
Section 25 were about twice as large as those in Section 35. Binns and Eiserman
(ibid.) found that stream width and late summer stream flows were important
factors influencing trout densities. The aquatic insect suitabilities in both
sections were the highest recorded, yet the standing cron estimates ranked only
4th and 5th out of 12 sections. Silt deposition and the lack of class 1 and
2 pools in the upper 500 feet were adversely affecting trout production in
Section 25 . The lack of pool formation and a large annual variation in stream
flow and little instream cover appeared to be limiting trout production in
Section 35-
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Table 1. A summary of the trout and aquatic insect suitabilities in 14

sections from seven streams on the Kootenai National Forest.

The pooulation estimates expanded to number of fish per surface

acre are given in parenthesis for resident and rearing suit-

abilities and in weight per surface acre for aquatic insect

suitabilities

.

Stream Section
Resident /

Suitabilities—^
Rearing

Suitabilities
Aquatic Insect
Suitabilities

East Fork Yaak 35 19 ( 70) 27 ( 74l) 3*K 43.7)

East Fork Yaak 25 35 ( 76) 28( 976) 3*K 51.0)

Beetle Creek 2 19( 7*0 24 ( 653) l8( 38.8)

Pete Creek 19 21 ( 19) 27 ( 273) 22 ( 17.1)

Rock Creek 2 24(295) 26 ( 677) 21(105.1)

E.F. Rock Creek 1 19(109) 24 ( 385) l4( 49.2)

Big Creek 25 19( 19) 34 ( 658) 19 ( 24.9)

S.F. Big Creek 8 20 ( —

)

26(1,749) 18( 39-9)
Callahan Creek 20 25( 70) 3*K 709) 19 ( 48.4)

S.F. Callahan Creek 26 25( 24) 36(1,099) 15( 72.6)

Sunday Creek 18 37 ( 60) 25( 608) 21 ( 41.9)
Sunday Creek 6 30(271) 30(1,713) 33(133-0)
O'Brien Creek 32 34 ( 70) 38 ( 4oo) 25( 29.0)

O'Brien Creek 7 28(112) 3M 205) 26 ( 43.8)

—
^The suitability rating system is listed below:

Rating Points

Very high 34-40

High 28-33

Moderate 22-27

Poor 15-21

Very ooor 0-l4
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Table 2. Population estimates by length groups and approximate age classes
for rainbow trout from the East Pork of the Yaak River, August,
1979- The Q0% confidence limits are given in parenthesis as per-
cent of point estimate.

Average Average Percent
Length Assigned Length Weight Age Per Surface Acre
Group Age in Inches in Pounds Composition Number Weight

Rainbow trout T37N R30W S35 Bridge on Vinvl Lake Road

2 . 6-4.

4

1+ 3-4 .02 43.0 349 7.0
4. 5-6.9 2+ 5-3 .06 48.3 392 23.4
7.0-9.

2

3+&4+ 7.8 .19 8.7 70
. 13-3

Total 8ll (±24. 2) 43.7

Rainbow trout T37N R31W S25 0.2 miles upstream from road to Mac

3 - 0-4 .

9

1+ 3.8 .02 64.5 679 13.6
5. 0-6.

9

2+ 5-9 .08 28.2 297 23.8
7 . 0-8.

8

3+&4+ 7-8 .19 7.3 76 13.6

Total 1,052 (±14.1) 51.0

Pete and Beetle Creeks

Seventy-three brook trout ( Sal velinu3 fontinalis ) , 2 rainbow trout, 13
westslone cutthroat trout ( Salmo clarki leusi ) and 1 mountain whitefish
( Prosopium williamsoni ) were collected from Pete Creek. Slimy sculpins
(Cottus cognatus) and longnose dace (Rhinichthys cataractae ) were abundant.
The brook trout estimate appears to be too high as a result of the small
sample size and only seven recaptures. The suitabilities were similar be-
tween the two sections, yet Beetle Creek (Table 3) estimates were markedly
higher than the Pete Creek estimates. Part of this discrepancy is due to the
high brook trout estimate for Beetle Creek. The annual stream flow variation
appeared higher in Pete Creek than in Beetle Creek. Beetle Creek comprised
the majority of the flow of Pete Creek at the time of sampling. The water
velocities were noticeably lower in the larger Pete Creek channel than in
Beetle Creek. Instream cover was much more abundant in Beetle Creek than in
Pete Creek. A lack of pool development, large annual stream flow variation,
low summer and fall flows, low alkalinities and low insect production were
negative influences affecting trout production in Pete Creek. Steep gradient,
lack of pools, low alkalinity and low insect production appeared to be limit-
ing trout production in Beetle Creek.
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Table 3 . Population estimates by length groups and approximate age classes

for trout from Pete Creek and Beetle Creek, August, 1979- The

80% confidence limits are given in parenthesis as percent of the

point estimate.

Length
Group

Average
Assigned Length

Age in Inches

Average Percent
Weight Age

in Pounds Composition
Per

Number
Surface Acre

Weight

Brook trout -- Pete Creek -- T36N R32W S19 (First culvert on. Rd. 338)

3.4- 6.9 1+ 4.7 .04 93-4 273 10.9

7.0-11.5 2+&3+ 9.2 • 32 6.6 6.2

Total 292 (±19-1) 17.1

Brook trout - Beetle Creek - T36N R33W S2 (Lower culvert onl Rd. 338)

3-5- 6.9 1+ 4.3 .03 80.7 309 9-3
7.0- 8.7 2+&3+

f.7,
• 19 I9.3 74 14.1

Subtotal 383 (±37.7) 23.4

Cutthroat trout - Beetle Creek - T36N R33W S2

2.7- 4.9 1+ 3.9 .02 59-0 203 4.1

5.0- 7.0 2+&3+ 5-8 .08 4i.O l4l 11.3

Subtotal 344 15.4

Total 727 (±25.1) 38.8

Rock Creek

One hundred westslope cutthroat trout and 12 Dolly Varden ( Salvelinus

malma ) were collected from the East Fork of Rock Creek. One hundred and

thirty-four westslope cutthroat trout, 124 brook trout and 3 Dolly Varden

were collected from Section 2. The data from Rock Creek was not used in

calculating the relationshio between suitabilities and trout populations,

because the estimates appeared quite high (Table 4). Mark and recapture runs

were made on consecutive days resulting in a low recapture rate of marked

fish. Section 2 did contain an excellent population of resident westslope
cutthroat ranging in size from 7-0 - 11.4 inches in total length. The resident

suitability, however, was in the moderate class. Low summer flows, high

annual stream flow variation and low alkalinities were limiting trout produc-

tion in section 2. The high gradient, low alkalinities and lack of pool

development were limiting trout populations in section 1 .
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Table 4. Population estimates by length groups and approximate age classes

for trout from Rock Creek, September, 1979* The Q0% confidence

limits are given in parenthesis as percent of point estimate.

Length
Group

Assigned
Age

Average
Length

in Inches

Average
Weight

in Pounds

Percent
Age

Composition
Per

Number
Surface Acre

Weight

Cutthroat trout lower section T32N R26W S2

( 0.3 miles beloisr first bridge on road 150 )

3-0- 4.9 1+ 4.0 • 03 37-3 231 6.9

5.0- 6.9 2+ 6.2 .10 29.1 181 18.1

7.0-11.4 3+&4+ 8.9 .27 33 6 209 56.4

Subtotal 621 (-30.5) 81.4

Brook trout lower section T32N R26W S2

4.3- 6.9 1+&2+ 5.4 . 06 85.3 265 15.9
7.0- 8.5 2+&3+ 7-5 .17 14.7 46 7.8

Subtotal 311 (±34.8) 23.7

Total 932 105.1

Cutthroat trout East Fork section T26N R32W SI (Bridge on Rd. 150A)

3-6- 4.9 1+ 4.1 .03 22.6 112 3.4
5.0- 6.9 2+ 6.1 .10 55.4 273 27.3
7 . 0- 8.5 3+&4+ 7.6 .17 22.0 lOp 18.5

Total 494 (±24.8) 49.2

Big Creek

Trout in Big Creek were tentatively classified a3 a rainbow X cutthroat
comolex, due to hybridization that has occurred between the two species. Two

hundred and thirty-six hybrids and 6 longnose dace were collected from section

25 and 34 1 hybrids were collected from section 8 . The resident suitabilities
were poor for both sections and resident poDulations were low in section 25
(Table 5) and absent from section 8 . Rearing suitabilities were very high in

section 25 and moderate in section 8
,
yet the population of fish under 7 .0

inches was 2.6 times higher in 8 than 25- Aquatic vegetation was much more
abundant in 8 than 25 and the channel stability in 8 was much higher than in
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25 . Binns and Eiserman (ibid.) found that aquabic vegebabion and bank

sbabiliby were imporbanb facbors influencing broub populations. Juvenile

fish incur much higher morbaliby rabes in unsbable sbreams during bhe annual

soring flood bhan in sbable sbreams. Aquabic insecb suibabilibies were poor

in bobh secbions and bhe sbanding crop of fish in secbion 25 and 8 ranked

Hth and 9th, respecbively, oub of 12 secbions. A high annual sbream flow

variation, low summer flows and low alkalinibies were limibing residenb and

rearing populabions. A lack of class 1 and 2 pools was limibing residenb

populabions along wibh libble cover used by larger fish such as undercub

banks and overhanging brush in pools.

Table 5. Populabion esbimabes by lengbh groups and approximabe age classes

for broub from Big Creek, Augusb, 1979- The Q0% confidence limibs

are given in parenbhesis as percent of poinb esbimabe.

Average Average Percenb

Length Assigned Lengbh Weight Age Per Surface Acre

Group Age in Inches in Pounds Composition Number Weight

Rainbow X Cutthroat Complex - Big Creek - T35N R30W S25

(1.2 miles upstream from Steep Creek Rd.

)

3. 0-4.

4

1+ 3-8 .02 66.5 450 9.0

4. 5-6.9 2+ 5-3 . 06 30.7 208 12.5

7. 0-8.

7

3+&4+ 7.7 .18 2.8 19 _2d

Total 677 (-24.5) 24.9

Rainbow X Cutthroat Complex - Soubh Fork Big Creek - T33N R30W S8

(1.6 miles upstream of Garden Ridge Rd.

)

2. 4-4.1 1+ 3-1 .02 84.8 1,484 29.4

4. 2-6.

6

2+&3+ 4.8 .04 15.2 265 10.5

Total 1,749 (±18.7) 39-9

Callahan Creek

A bobal of 158 rainbow broub and l4 Dolly Varden were collecbed from

secbion 20 as compared bo 278 rainbow and 45 Dolly Varden in bhe Soubh Pork

(secbion 26). Residenb suibabilibies were moderabe for bobh secbions. Resi-

dent populations in section 26 were about 60 percent higher than in secbion

20 (Table 6). Rearing suibabilibies were very high in both secbions and

population esbimabes for 26 and 20 ranked 3rd and 7th, respecbively. Ins tie am

cover, primarily large substrate, was higher in secbion 26 than 20 and was

instrumental in providing more rearing habitat. Aquabic insect suitabilities



were poor in both sections but standing crop estimates were high with

section 26 ranking second. High annual stream flow variation, low summer

flows and low alkalinities were limiting oroduction of resident and juvenile

ponulations, whereas lack of class 1 and 2 pools was limiting resident trout

production.

Table 6. Population estimates by length groups and approximate age classes

for trout from Callahan Creek, August, 1979- The 80^ confidence

limits are given in parenthesis as percent of point estimate.

Average Average Percent
Length Assigned Length Weight Age Per Surface Acre

Group Age in Inches in Pounds Comnc 'ition Number Weight

Rainbow trout lower section T31N R34W S20 (Gate •

to Big Eight Mine)

3-2- 4.9 1+ 4.2 .03 42.3 330 9.9
5.0- 6.9 2+ 5-7 .07 48.7 379 26.6

7.0- 8.6 3+&4+ 7-5 .17 9.0 70

Total 779 (±31-5) 48.4

Rainbow trout South Fork Callahan T31N R34W S26
(Bridge to Goat Creek Road 4554)

2.9- 4.9

5 - 0- 6.9

7 - 0- 9-3

Subtotal

1+ 3-8 .02 56.5 603
2+&3+ 5.9 , .08 35.2 375
3+&4+ 7.6 .18 8.3 90

1,068

Dolly Varden South Pork Callahan T58N R3E S9

(±17.2)

12.1

30.1

16.1

58.3

5-0- 6.9 1+&2+ 5.9 .08 83.5 121 9.7
7 . 0-10.8 3+&4+ 7.9 .14 16.5 24 4.6

Subtotal 145 J±24.l) 14.3

Total 1,213 72.6

Sunday Creek

A total of 350 brook trout, 8 cutthroat trout and 3 sculoins were collected
from section l8 as compared to 402 brook trout from section 6 . The resident
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suitabilities ranked very high for section 18 and high for section 6 which
had the highest number of resident fish (Table 7 ). Rearing suitabilities
ranked moderate in section 18 and high in section 6 which ranked second in
number of residents. Aquatic insect suitabilities ranked high in section
6 which had the highest standing crop of any section samnled. The total
alkalinities in Sunday Creek (220 ppm) were the highest recorded in any of
the streams sampled, indicating that Sunday was a very productive system.
Flows were also quite stable and there appeared to be comparatively little
annual fluctuation in stream flow. Large deposits of marl and the resulting
embeddedness were limiting aquatic insect production in section 18. Angler
harvest is probably reducing the number of brook trout over 6.0 inches.
Sunday Creek has the reputation of being a good brook trout stream and re-
ceives considerable fishing pressure.

Table 7- Population estimates by length groups and approximate age classes
for brook trout from Sunday Creek, August, 1979 . The 80^ confi-
dence limits are given in parenthesis as percent of point estimates.

Length Assigned
Average
Length

Average
Weight

Percent
Age Per Surface Acre

Group Age in Inches in Pounds Composition Number Weight

Brook trout, lower section T33N R24W Sl8 (Bridge on road 7738)

3.5- 5-5 1+ 4.5 .04 75.3 503 20.1
5-6- 6.9 2+ 6.2 .10 15.7 105 10.5
7 . 0-11.2 3+&4+ 7.8 • 19 9.0 60 in.

Total 668 (±14.6) 41.9

Brook trout upper section T32N R29W S6 ( Bridge on Road 316)

3 . 0- 5-5 1+ 4.4 • 03 60.9 1,209 36.2
5.6- 6.9 2+ 6.1 .09 25.4 504 45.4
7 . 0-11.2 3+&4+ 7 -7 • 19 13.7 271 51.4

Total 1,984 (-16.3)133.0

O'Brien Creek

A to+al of 199 westslooe cutthroat trout, 13 rainbow trout, 10 brook
trout, 5 Dolly Varden and 3 sculoins were collected from section 32, whereas
66 brook trout, 44 cutthroat and 14 Dolly Varden were taken in section 7
(Table 8 ). The resident suitabilities were very high in section 32 and high
in section 7, but the number of resident fish was markedly higher in 7 . The
estimate for residents in section 7 appeared to be high as the recapture ratio
was less than expected.
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Table 8 . Population estimates by length groups and approximate age classes
for trout from O'Brien Creek, August, 1979 . The 80% confidence
limits are given in parenthesis as percent of point estimate.

Length
Group

Assigned
Age

Average
Length

in Inches

Average Percent
Weight Age

in Pounds Composition
Per

Number
Surface Acre

Weight

Cutthroat trout lower section T32N'R33W S3?
(Road 38I bridge 0.7 mile below Rabbit Creek)

3.0- 4.9 1+ 4.3 .03 72.8 342 10.2
5 . 0- 6.9 2+ 5.6 .07 12.3 58 4.1
7.0-10.8 3+&4+ 8.1 .21 1 r .

9

_Z2_ 14.7

Total
470 (±24.0) 29.0

Cutthroat trout upper section T32N R33W S7
(Road 352 below mouth North Pork)

3-7- 4.9 1+ 4.0 .03 6.4 9 0.3
5.0- 6.9 2+ 6.0 .09 24.8 35 3.2
7.0-11.9 3+&4+ 9.0 .29 68.8 _2L_ 28.1

Subtotal
l4i (±23 . 0

) 31.6

Brook trout upper section T32N R33W S7

4 . 1- 6.9 1+ 5.3 .06 91.5 161 9.7
7.0- 7.9 2+&3+ 7.5 .17 8.5 15

Subtotal
176 (±20 . 1 ) 12.2

Total
317 43.8

Rearing suitabilities were very high in both sections, but number of
juveniles ranked low when compared to other sections (Table 1 ). Aquatic
insect suitabilities were moderate for both sections. The standing cropsof trout ranked 10th and 5th out of 12 sections. The lower than expected
number of residents in section 32 may be a result of angler harvest. Thissection has good access and is only seven miles from Troy.
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DISCUSSION

The relationships between resident suitabilities and number and weight
estimates are presented in Figure 1. The correlation of* coefficient (r) was
.36 for both the number and weight estimates, indicating a comparatively weak
linear relationship between resident suitability ratings and trout populations.
The relationship between rearing suitabilities and trout populations was nega-
tive (Figure 2) indicating an inverse relationship between suitabilities and
juvenile fish. The rating system does not include annual stream flow varia-
tion which was found by Binns and Eiserman (ibid.) to be the most important
environmental factor influencing trout populations. Late summer flows, stream
width and water velocity were also not included in the Kootenai Rating System.
Bank cover (actually floodplain vegetation) has little direct influence on
trout populations and should be deleted. The factors influenced by floodplain
vegetation: l) water temperatures, 2) bank stability and 3) instream cover
and pools due to log recruitment should be measured separately. Gradient
should be deleted from the rating and the factors influenced by gradient
(substrate, pool development and aquatic insect abundance) measured directly.

A productivity index is not included in the resident rating system and
this helped account for the weak relationship between suitabilities and
trout populations. Quantitative measurements of total alkalinity or nitrate
nitrogen, aquatic insect abundance and diversity and submerged aquatic vegeta-
tion are needed to develop a productivity index.

Fish of different sizes utilize different micro habitats of which cover
is an essential element. Therefore, it seems logical to evaluate cover
separately for fish over six to seven inches in length and fish under six
inches in length. Interstices in the substrate provided most of the cover
for small fish in the streams sampled, except for Sunday Creek, whereas under-
cut banks, log jams, overhanging brush and pool depths provided most of the
cover for fish over 7.0 inches in length.

The suitability rating system does not take into account the different
habitat preferences of cutthroat trout, rainbow trout, brook trout and Dolly
Varden. A modification of the habitat rating system may be required to pro-
duce ratings which have high correlations with different trout species.

The correlation coefficients (Figure 3) for the aquatic insect suit-
abilities versus number of trout (.14) and weight of trout (.36) indicated a
weak linear relationship. Food is just one of the environmental factors which
influence trout numbers in streams. In most streams, space and cover generally
limit trout populations before food (Allen, 1969) and (Chapman, 1966). It
follows that aquatic insect populations by themselves often have only weak
correlations with standing crops of trout.

Ike Kootenai Forest aquatic insect suitability rating system appears
to have little value in predicting trout populations and should be replaced
by a system which quantifies insect populations. Aquatic insects should be
collected with a Waters-Knapp type circular sampler, which samples one square
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foot. The insects can easily be sorted into major taxonomic groups and the
populations quantified. People can be trained to separate aquatic insects
into orders by trained personnel within a day or two. The aquatic insect
data should then be incorporated into the resident and rearing suitability
ratings

.

An alternative to actual collection of insects is the method utilized
by Binns and Eiserman (1979) which involved developing a good index from
measurements of: l) maximum summer water temperatures, 2) nitrate nitrogen,

3) substrate composition and 4) water velocity.

The subjective nature in which the data is collected for the Kootenai
Rating System contributes to the unreliable ratings. Actual measurements
should be made of the oarameters rather than ocular estimates. Although
this procedure requires more time, it should produce ratings which have
higher correlations with trout populations. Sampling of areas from typical
habitat types would reduce the time required for the quantitative survey.
The Kootenai System currently in use may be helpful for very general surveys,
but it does not produce the precise data required to generate valid suitability
ratings.
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APPENDIX 1

Kootenai National Poreat trout habitat suitability ratings for

East Fork Yaak River, Beetle Creek, Pete Creek, Rock Creek,

Big Creek, Callahan Creek, Sunday Creek and O'Brien Creek.
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STREAM NUMBER & NAME: East Fork Yaak STATIONS: ]
DATE: 8/23/79

WIDTH DEPTH VELOCITY VOLUME

Present Full Present Full

Pool 30 ! 50 4.0'
1

1 7.0' 0.3 FS --_L5r2iL£FS.

Riffle 25 45 0.8' 1

1 3.5 1-3 FS 20-25 CFS

Run 1

l

l

Air: 70°F
TEMPERATURE ,

Water: 51
U F

% P00I.(1, 2 and 3) 1_0_

POOL CLASSES: % CLASS 1: 13

GRADIENT 1 .5-2%

STABILITY RATING 77

% RIFFLE

% CLASS 2:

(~C 1 ea~rjs

TURBIDITYTifTTCy
Muddy

50 % RUN * GLIDE 40%

% CLASS 3 20 % CLASS 4: 67

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant

(> 70%)

Abundant

(41 to 70%)

Common

(11 to 40%)

Present

(< 10%)

None

0

Orqanic Debris: 5

Clay/Silt: 10

Sand: 10

Fine Gravel (0. 1 to 1")

:

10

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3")

:

20

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :
20-30

Larqe Rubble (6 to 12"): 20-30

Boulders ( >12")

:

10-15

Bed Rock: __X
AQUATIC VEGETATION: X

INSTREAM COVER: Good

Cover Types

Fair

Loqs P

None

Rocks A Bottom Color mottled
(Indicate relative
Importance A > C > P)

Undercut Banks P Water Color Clear

Choppy Surface A Overhanging Vegetation P

BANK COVER: Good Poor None

Overstory Douqlas-fir. spruce, larch
Major Plant Species: Manlp
(Indicate relative Understory A] der ,

"tn • ^a P e

Importance: A > C > P)
. ,

. . , ,

surface grasses, thimbleberry.

1 D
is TT Mayfl 1Food Types: Caddisflies_

(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snai1s:_P Leeches:_

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good

>50% 35-50%

Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS

Must be between 4 inches and 3 feet

EMBEDDEDNESS 0 C3> 2/3

VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE:

% Gravel
Velocity
Depth

LAND FORM GRADIENT:

limiting factors: Pool formation

Fair

20-34%

P

1-5/ft
2

Diptera

ZE: S M (T)

(^Poor^) None

10-19% <10%

Full

\ /
100-300 ft.

11-20% 21-30%
<100 ft.

>30%

additional observations: Much of the stream in glide, few good pools with cover,
good juvenile habitat

landmarks: Bridge on Vinal Lake Road
INVESTIGATOR: B. May = Estimates



R-l STREAM CHANNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

' Item Rated Stability Indies):ots by Classes

05CJ RANKS
Sark slope gradient 4307 ( Bank slope gradient 30-407. “2 Bank slope gradient 40-607 (6)

E22B
Bank slope gradient 601 + (81

k»ss Vasting

|

(Existing or Potential)

No evidence of past or

potential for future mass
(

•wasting into channels. 3
Infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.

(6)

Moderate frequency & size,
with some raw spots eroded
by water during high flows.

(9)

Frequent or large, causing
sediment r.early yearlong OR
imminent danger of same.

(121

'Debris Jam Potential

(Floatable Objects)

Lss-nt ially absent from

i:roediate channel area.
(2) Present but mostly small

twigs and limbs.
Present, volume and size
are both increasing.

(6) Moderate to heavy amounts,
predominantly larger sizes.

(8)

Bank Protection
from

Vegetation

90/ + plant density. Vigor
and variety suggests a

jdeep, dense root mass.
(3)

70-907. density. Fewer plant
species or lower vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

(S
1 50-707. density. Lower viger
and still fever species
form a somevrfiat shallow and
[discontinuous root mass.

(9)

•^507. density plus fewer
species & less vigor indi-
cate poor, discontinuous,

ci:!)

LOWER EANKS j

L_

i

Channel Capacity
1

lAraple for present plus some
increases. Peak flows coi

tained. W/D ratio <7.
(1)

Adequate. Overbank flows
rare. Width to Depth (W/D)

ratio 8-15;

(Barely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
floods. W/D ratio 15-25.

(3)

Inadequate. Overbark flows
common. W/D ratio >25. (41

|Eank Rock Content
657= + with large, angular
boulders 12" + numerous.

(2) 40 to 657., mostly small
boulders to cobble 6-12".

20 to 40”
, with most in the

3-6" diameter class.
(6) <207. rock fragments ct

gravel sizes, 1-3" or less.
(8)

Obstructions
Flow Deflectors

Sediment Traps

Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles stable
without cutting or
deposition.

(2)

Some present, causing
erosive cross currents and
minor pool filling. Obstruc-
tions and deflectors newer
and less firm.

Moderately frequent, moder-
ately unstable obstructions
& deflectors move with high
water causing bank cutting
and filling of pools.

(6)

Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank ero-
sion yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
oceurine

.

1

(8)

Cutting

Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banks less
than 6" high generally.

(4)

Some, intermittently at
outcurves & constrictions.
Raw banks may be up to 12".

3 Significant. Cuts 12"-24"
high. Root mat overhangs
and sloughing evident.

.12)

Almost continuous cuts,
some over 24" high. Fail-
ure of overhangs frequent

:i6)

Deposition

iLittle or no enlargement
jof channel or point bars.

(3
Some new increas in bar
formation, most from
coar3e gravels.

3 Moderate deposition of new
gravel & coarse sand on
old and seme new bars.

(12)

Extensive deposits of pre-
daninately fine particles.
Accelerated bar development

(xO

BOTTOM j

Rock Angularity jFharp edges and comers,
:plane surfaces roughened.

(1) Rounded comers & edges,
surfaces smooth 6 flat.

(2)] Comers & edges well round-
ed in two dimensions.

(3) Well rounded ir all dimen-
sions, surfaces smooth.

(4)

Brightness (Surfaces dull, darkened, or
Irtained. Gen. not "bright".

U) Mostly dull but may have
up to 357. bright surfaces.

Mixture, 50-507. dull and
bright, i 157.. ie 35-657..

757 Predominately bright, 657 7ZT

j

Consolidation or
Particle Packing

[Assorted sizes tightly
ip, .eked and/or overlapping.

(2) Moderately packed with
jojie overlapping.

s
(4), •Mostly a loose assortment

with nc apparent overlap.
Nc packing evident. Loose

j

assortment, easily moved
(8)

Button Size Distribution
5 Percent ftable Materials

No change in sizes evident.
Stable materials 80-1007.

(4) Distribution, shift slight.
Stable materials 50-807..

m̂

—

{

Moderate' change in sizes.
Stable materials 20-5C7..

:i2>j Marked distribution change, (

Gtable materials C-207.

scouring and
Deposition

Less than 57 of the bottom
affected by scouring and
deposition.

(6)

5-307o o fleeted. Scour at

constrictions and where \
grades steeper. Seme
deposition ir. pools.

3}

30-507 affected. Deposits
& scour at obstructions,
constrictions, and bends.
Seme filling of pools.

18)1

More than 50% of the bottom
in a state of flux or change
nearly yearlong.

24)

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

(Moss A Algae)

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark green, per-
lennial. In swift water too.

Cl)

Common. Algal forms in low
velocity & pool areas. Moss
here too and swifter waters.

(2)

Present but spotty, mostly
in backwater areas. Season-
al blooms make rocks slick. €

Perennial types scirce or
e fc s er. t . 1 e. How-green, s!:c *t (4)

COLUMN TOTALS —
| q — “64j —

r

3

kdd the values in each column for a total reach score here . (E . 9 + G . 64 + F. 3 + F. » 76 ) .

I
^

I Reach score of :0&*ExeIlent, 39-76=Cood, 77-ll<-=Fair, il3-t=Poor. Fore R-l 2500-5 (6-73)



STREAM NUMBER & NAME:

WIDTH

East Fork Yaak STATIONS:

Pool

Riffle

Run

Air: 80
TLMPFRATURE

Water: 47 F

X POOI.(1, 2 and 3)

DEPTH VELOCITY

DATE: o/^-3//s>

VOLUME

Present

17

Full

24

present

2 2.0 0.5 FS 8-10 CFS

12 18 0.8 2.5 2.0 FS 8-10 CFS

GRADIENT

STABILITY RATING Fair £f7

40 % RIFFLE §0

TURBIDITY:

% RUN

Muddy
S GLIDE

POOL CLASSES: * CLASS 1: 20 * CLASS 2: 14 % CLASS 3 30_ % CLASS 4: 36

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant Abundant Common Present None

(> 70%) (41 to 70*) (11 to 40%) « 10%) 0

Orqanlc Debris: X

Clav/Silt:
~T~

Sand:
X

Fine Gravel (0.1 to 1"): X

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3"):
X

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :
X

Larqe Rubble (6 to 12"): X

Boulders 012"): X

Bed Rock:
X

AQUATIC VEGETATION: X

INSTREAM COVER: (Good) Fair Poor None

Cover Types Logs A Rocks C Bottom Color mottled
(Indicate relative

Importance A > C ^ P)
Undercut Banks A Water Color clear

Choppy Surface C Overhanging Vegetation A

BANK COVER: Good (fair) Poor None

Overstory Spruce, fir, larch, lodgepole
Major Plant Species:

, ,

(Indicate relative Understory Alder, dogwood
Importance: A > C > P)

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS:
Food Types: Caddlsflles A
(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails:

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good

Surface Grass, cow parsley, bull rush, snowberry,

l-5/ft
2

C Dlptera C
(j>25Zft!) 16-25/fr

Mayflies: A_
6-15/fr
Stoneflles:

Leeches:

Good(30-40 ) Fair

20-34** Gravel >50% 35-50%

Velocity Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS

Depth Must be between 4 Inches and 3 feet

EMBEDDEDNESS 0 (j/I) 2/3

VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE: \ /U lOfl ft. y 160-301)' ft.

LAND FORM GRADIENT: (s 5%) 5-10* 11-20* 21-30*

SIZE: S ©
Poor

10-19%

Full

None

< 10*

>30*
<ioWt.

limiting factors: Class 1&2 pool s in upper 500', RB instead of CT, silt possible

additional observations: Stream is near channel capacity. Has good undercut banks

for fish cover, but little slumping.

landmarks: Spring in middle of section 0.2 miles east of turnoff to Mclntire Ranch.

INVESTIGATOR: B. May *• Estimates



R-l STREAM CHAHNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

Item Rated I
Stability Indicators by Classes

EANKS J
EXCELLENT

Bark slope gradient 430Z &
GOOD

Bank slope gradient 30-40* J4)j
US&

Bank slope gradient 40-60*
<6 )

E2S&
Bau*k slope r rad lent 60T + (R1

Kass Wasting
(existing or Potential)

{

!»c evidence of past or
pote.'.tia . for future mass (

vast in*' into channels. 3
Infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.

(6 )

Moderate frequency 6 size,
with some raw spots eroded
by water during high flows.

C9)

Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR (i 2 >

Ottbris Jam Potential

fFloatsble Oblects)

Lss-nlicj lly absent frotn

iToediate channel area.
(2) l*rcacnt but mostly small

twigs and limbs.
(4) Present^ volume and size

are both increasing.
Moderate to heavy amounts,
predominantly larger sizes.

( 8 )

Saak Protection
frem

Vegetation

90* + plant density. Vigor
and variety suggests a

deep, dense root mass.
(3)

70-90* density. Fewer plant
species or lower vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

$
[50-70* density. Lower vigor
and still fewer species
form a somewhat shallow and
discontinuous root mass.

(9)

^SCTL density plus fever
species & less vigor indi-
cate poor, discontinuous.

2 :

LOWER BANKS L

Channel Capacity
j

»

Ample for present plus setae

increases. Peak flows con
tained. W/D ratio <7.

(1 )

Adequate. Overbank flows
rare. Width to Depth (W/D)

ratio 8-15.
'tt)

jEarely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
floods. W/D ratic 15-25.

05
inadequate. Overbad flows
cemmem. V/D ratio >25.

I

(4[

[Bank Rock Content
657= + with large, angular
boulders 12" + numerous.

( 2 ) 40 to 65Z, mostly small
boulders to cobble 6-12n .

(4) 1 20 to 40* , with most in the
3-6” diameter clars.

^ 20* rock fragments cf
R ravel sires. i,.„

(81

Obstructions
Flow Deflectors

Sediment Traps

Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles stable
without cutting or
deposition.

(2 )

Some present, causing
erosive cross currents and
minor pool filling. Obstruct
tions and deflectors newer
and less firm.

3
[Moderately frequent, moder-
ately unstable obstructions
& deflectors move with high
water causing bank cutting
and filling of pool*.’

(6)

Frequent obstruction* and
deflectors cause bank ero-
sion yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
occur! nx.

(s:

Cotting

Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banka less
than 6 " high generally.

(4)

Seme, intermittently at
outcurves & constrictions.
Raw banks may be up to 12". s

Significant. Cuts 12"-24’'

high. Root mat overhangs
and sloughing evident.

12)

Almost continuous cuts,
scarc over 24" high. Fall-

—
:i6 )

Deposition

[Little or no enlargement
of channel or point bars.

'

(4)

Some new increas in bar
formation, most from
coarse gravels.

(3)

[Moderate deposition of new
gravel & coarse sand on

(

[old and some new bars.
3 Extensive deposits of pre-

dominately fine particles.
Accelerated bar

Uf)

BOTTOM
Rock Angularity [Sharp edges and comers

,

iplane surfaces roughened.
(1 ) Rcunded corners & edges,

surfaces smooth & flat.
Corners 6 edges veil round-
ed in two dimensions.

O) Well rounded ir all diaen- (4)

Brightness ISurfaces dull, darkened, or
|r tained. Gen. not "bright”.

( 1 ) Mostly dull but may have
up to 357. bright surfaces.

(2) Mixture, 50-50* dull and
bright, i 15*. ie 35-(5*.

(
6m P redamins to ly bright, 65* 1-, 755

consolidation or
Particle Packing

'Assorted sizes tightly
•packed and /or overlapping.

(2) Moderately packed with
lucne overlapping.

(4) Mostly b loose assortment
'with nc apparent overlap.

^£>! Nc packing evident. Loose
]

(8 )

Bottom Eire Distribvclon
5 Percent Stable Materials

No change in sizes evident.
Stable materials 80-100*.

(4) [Distiifc.’tioc shift slight.
Stable materials 50-80*.

(
r> Vu -' Mod e-Ate '

chans e in si zes . i

Stable materials 20-5C7..
Jl2 U riorked distribution change,

Erxi le materials C-friT
167

Scouring «nd
Deposition

Less than 5* of the bottom
affected by scouring and
deposition.

(6 )

5-307. 0 ftected . Scour st
cons trie tiers and where
grades steeper.. Some
depcslticr ir. pools.

U
2 )

30-5C* affected. Deposits /

U scour at obstructions, \

constrictions, and bends.
Same filling of pools.

3 More than 50* cf the bottom
in a state of flex or change
nearly yearlong.

24)

[

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

Clots 6 Algae!

Abundant. Growth largely
moss 'ike, dark green, per-
iennial. In swift water too.

(1 )
!

Common. Algal forms in lev
velocity 6 pool aieas. Mos3
here too and swifter waters.

(2)

Present but spotty, mostly
in backwater areas. Season-
al blooms make rocks slick.

@
Perennial types scarce or
tbs cut . \ rllov—greei

, slicrt
ff A

Add the vslues in each col

COLUMN TOTALS —
| 5 ~~

-2-4. J CO
13jo-n for a total reach score here. (E. 5 + G . 24 + F. 68 + F. »

|
Reach score of :<38=Exel lent , 39-76=Cood', 77-llL-Fair, tlj-^Poor. Fora R-l 2500-5 (6-73'

OVER



. STREAM NUMBER & NAME: Beetle Creek STATIONS: 1(1 OOP
1

1 qnij-L DATE:
.

8/22/79

WIDTH
Present Full Present

DEPTH
Full

VELOCITY VOLUME

Pool 1 5 1 25 1 .5 i 4.0 1 FS 10 CFS

Riffle 12'
! 20

' 0.5' ! 2.5' 2-3 FS 10 CFS
1

Run 1

1

1

Air: 75 GRADIENT 6%
ILMPFRATURE n

Water: 53° STABILITY RATING 59
(ClearJ

TURBIDITY rSTTky

% POOLd. 2 and 3) 5 % RIFFLE 95 % RUN

Muddy

% GLIDE

POOL CLASSES: % CLASS 1: 5 % CLASS 2 % CLASS 3
~

% CLASS 4: 95

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant Abundant Common Present None

Organic Debris: 2

Clay/Silt:
1

Sand: 2

Fine Gravel (0.1 to 1"):
2

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3"): 3

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :
10

Larqe Rubble (6 to 12")

:

20

Boulders 012"): 60

Bed Rock:
X

AQUATIC VEGETATION:
~T~

INSTREAM COVER:

Cover Types

Fair

Logs

Poor

P

None

Rocks

(Indicate relative
undercut Banks

importance A > C > P)

Choppy $urface_

N/A

Bottom Color Mottled

Water Color Cl ear

Overhanging Vegetation None

BANK COVER: Good Fairy Poor

Overs tory

None

Cedar, fir, spruce
Major Plant Species:

(Indicate relative Understory A1 der
;

importance. A ^ c ^
Surface Grass, bunchberry, scirpus, devils club

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS: >2
Food Types: Caddisflies C

(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails:_

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good

16-25/ft 6-15/fr 1-5/ft;

% Gravel
Velocity
Depth

>50%
Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS

Must be between 4 inches and 3 feet

Mayflies: A Stoneflies: C ^ uiptera
‘J

Leeches: SIZE:(T) M L

Good Fair Poor None

35-50% 20-34% 10-19% (j>%) <10%

EMBEDDEDNESS

VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE:
© 1/3 2/3

"> 300 ft.

<5% 5-10%

J\
100-300 f

11-20% (21-30% > >30

Full

LAND FORM GRADIENT:

limiting factors: 1) Steep gradient, 2) lack of pools, 3) lew conductivity,

4) low aquatic insect population.

ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS: Culvert block

section has 2 big log jams -

and causing streambed erosion,

stream unstable below culvert.

Lower 1 00
1 of

landmarks: 500' on either side of culvert on Rd. 338
INVESTIGATOR: B. May



9

R-l STREAM CHARNEL STABILITY FIELD EVAUIATIOW FORM

Tfra Rated 4

-5S-1 BANKS J ,
GOOD FAIR EQPR ..

'
Sark slope gradient <30% ( Bank slope gradient 30-407. JAll Bank slope gradient 40-60% Bank elope gradient 60% + CRl

tim ss Wasting
^Existing or Potential)

No evidence of past or

potential, for future mass C

vast inn into channels.
oTj

Infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.

(6)1

Moderate frequency & size,
with some raw spots eroded
by water during high flows.

(9)

Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR
imminent danger of samp.

(121

X>^bris Joro Potential

(Floatable Objects) l

Lss.ntially absent from
immediate channel area.

(2) Present but mostly small
twigs and limbs.

,(A) [Present | volume and size
are both increasing.

(6) Moderate to heavy amounts. (8)

3ank Protection

f rcci

Vegetation

901 + plant density. Vigor
and variety suggests a

deep, dense root mass.
(3)

70-90% density. Fewer plant
species or lower vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

&
50-70% density. Lower viger
and still fewer species
form a somev&at shallow and
discontinuous root mass.

(9)

^ 50% density plus fewer
species & less vigor indi-
cate poor, discontinuous,

:i;!J

LOWER BANKS
—— T i

Lhannel Cepacity
1

Ample for present plus come
increases. Peak flows co /

tained. W/D ratio <7. 5
Adequate. Overbank flows
rare. Width to Depth CW/D)

ratio 8-15.
(2)

Earely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
floods. W/D ratio 15-25.

(3)

inadequate. Overbad flews
common. W/D ratio >25. (a:

'Bank Rock Content
657. + with large, angular f

boulders 12" + numerous. l

-3 A0 to 65%, mostly small
boulders to cobble 6-12".

(A) 20 to 40% , with most in the
3-6" diameter cltss.

(6) <20% rock fragments cl
R rave 1 sizes. 1-3" or- i*»q 0

(8!

Obstructions

Flow Deflector*
Sediment Trap*

Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern .

of pool & riffles stable
^

without cutting or

deposition.

?

—

&
Seme present, causing
erosive cross currents and
minor pool filling. Obstruc-
tions and deflectors newer
and less firm.

(A)

Moderately frequent, moder-
ately unstable obstructions
6 deflectors move with high
water causing bank cutting
and filling of pods.

(6)

Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank crc-
slcn yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
occuring

.

i

(8)

Cutting

Little or none evident. /
Infrequent raw banka less

{

than 6" high generally. S
Some, intermittently at
outcurve* & constrictions.
Raw banks may be up to 12".

(8)

Significant. Cuts 12"-2A"
high. Root mat overhangs
and sloughing evident.

12)

Almost continuous cuts,
seme over 2A" high. Fail- :i6)

Deposition

jLittle or no enlargement ,

jof channel or point bars.
^
(A),

Some new increas in bar
formation, most frets

coarse gravels.
(8)

Moderate deposition of r.ev

gravel & coarse sand on
old and some new bars.

:i2>

Extensive deposits of pre-
dominately fine particles.
Accelerated bar

un
BOTTOM

Rock Angularity |Sharp edges and comers,
(plane surfaces roughened.

(X) Rounded comers & edges,
surfaces smooth & flat.

Corners 6 edges well round-
ed in two dimensions.

(3) Well rounded in all dimen-
sions, surfaces smooth.

(A)

Brightness (Surfaces dull, darkened, or
Irtained. Gen. not "bright".

(1) Mostly dull but may have
up to 357. bright surfaces.

Mixture, 50-507. dull and
bright, i 15%. ie 35-C57..

757 Predominately bright, 65?. -J-, w>

i.onsoll detion or j'Assorted sizes tightly
Particle Packinz ipi.cked a.id/or overlapping.

(2) Moderately packed with
i>ixne overlapping.

1(A)

L>C
Mostly e loose assortment
with nc apparent overlap.

(6) No packing evident. Loose
j
(8)

Button Size Distribution
i Percent Ftable Materiel:.

jKc change "ir* sizes evident.
Stable materials 80-100%.

(A) Distributioc shift slight.
Stable materials 30-80%.

(3)' Moderate* change in sizes,
j

Stable materials 20-5C%.
'12)

|

Marked distribution change, t

-table u? ter* a Is 0767
37

Scouring «nd
Deposition

|Less than 57. of the bottom
laffected by scouring and
deposition.

(6)

5-30% afiected. Scour at
constrictions and where C

grades steeper. Some
deposition in pools.

&
30-50% affected. Deposits
& scour at obstructions,
constrictions, and bends.
Seme filling of pools.

18)

More than 50* of the bottom
in a state of flux or change '

nearly yearlong.
2A)

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetetion

(Moss & A lea el

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark green, per-
lennial. In swift water too.

Cl)

Cctmaon. A.Jgal forms in low
velocity & pool areas. Mos3
here too and swifter waters.

(2)

Present but spotty, rnostb.

in backwater areas. Season-
al blooms make rocks slick.

€
Perencxa 1 types scircu or
ffcser.t. f llow-greci, short n \

V- /

COLUMN TOTALS —- |

'

8 — ~38—
|

-*-[ "3

1

UId the values in each column for total reach score here. (E. 18+ G . 38 + F

J Reach score of :<3&*Exel lent , 39-76«Cood, 77 -lldFair
, . 15-^Poor

3 + F._ 59

Fore R-l 2500-5 (6-73!

OVER



I

•STREAM NUMBER & NAME:_

WIDTH

Pete Creek

DEPTH

Present Full Present

stations : 500 1 on either, date: 8/22/79

side of Rd.33^^ert abo^lim Cr.

Full

Pool

Riffle

Run

30

15

35

20

1.5'

0.5'

4.0
3.5 2-3 FS

10-15 CFS
10-15

TEMPERATURE

Air: 65°

Water: 53°

% POOl.d, 2 and 3) 5%

GRADIENT 2%
Clear

STABILITY RATING Good(57) TURB I D I TY : M i 1 ky

Muddy

* RIFFLE 60-70% % RUN * GLIDE 15%

POOL CLASSES: % CLASS 1: 10 % CLASS 2: * CLASS 3 -

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant Abundant Common

% CLASS 4: 90

Present None

Oraanic Debris:
X 1

Clay/Si 1 1

:

X 2

Sand

:

X 2

Fine Gravel (0.1 to 1"):
X b

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3"):
X b

Small Rubble (3 to 6") •* 20

20

Boulders (^12"):
"30

Bed Rock: 10

AQUATIC VEGETATION:
X

INSTREAM COVER: Good -Fall-

Logs

Poor

P

None

Cover Types
(Indicate relative Undercut Banks
importance A > C ^ P)

Rocks A Bottom color mottled, mostl y

Water Color dear

BANK COVER:: (jlootP)

Choppy Surface

Fair Poor None

Overhanging Vegetation_

Overstory Larch, D-fir, spruce

(Indicate relative Understory Alder, mtn . maple, dogwood
importance: A > c > p)

Surface Grass, thimbl eberry , scirpus

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS: > 25/ft
2

(16-25/ 6-15/ft

Food Types: Caddisflies A Mayflies: l\ Stoneflies:

(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails: Leeches:

1-5/ft
_Diptera_

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good

% Gravel
Veloci ty
Depth

EMBEDDEDNESS 0(1/4
VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE!,

Fair

20-34%>50% 35-50%

Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS

Must be between 4 Inches and 3 feet

2/3

\ /

SIZE<3) M

Poor

s
10-19%)

None

< 10%

1/3 Full

100-300 ft.

11-20% 21-30%

LJ
<100 ft.

>30%
C>300 ft„

LAND FORM GRADIENT: ( < 5%J 5-10%

limiting factors:!) Lack of pool formation, 2) low al kal inities , 3) aquatic

4) low summer & fall flows.

additional observations: Culvert may be barrier during spring flows.

dark

landmarks: Culvert on Rd . 338 above Slim Creek.

INVESTIGATOR: Estimates
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R-l STREAM CHANNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

Item K^tca
\

-vurq E\NRS £!y.l?.kLi-.,t£ GOOD
wJ

Em POOR
— Clone ([Sark slope gradient <301 ( Bank slope gradient 30-40% (4) Bank slope gradient 40-60% (6) Bank slope gradient 6 01 + rm

Mass Wasting
(Existing or Potential)

No evidence of past or

po te.itiBi for future mass (

vast in", into channels.
2)

Infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.

(6)

Moderate frequency 6 size,
with some row spots eroded
by water during high flows.

(9)

Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR

LaSJ

(121

Oebris Jam Potential

(Floatable Oblects)

bss nil ally absent from
immediate channel area.

U) Present but mostly small
twigs and limbs.

Present, volume and size
are both increasing.

(6) Moderate to heavy amounts. (8)

3»nk Protection
from

Vegetation

90% + plant density. Vigor
and variety suggests a

^

deep, dense root mass. 3
70-907. density. Fewer plant
species or lower vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

(6)

50-707 density. Lover viger
and still fever species
form a s ca>evha t shallow and
discontinuous root mass.

(9)

<50% density plus fewer
species 6 less vigor indi-
cate poor, discontinuous.

(1 z:

LOWER EANXS
_D §__? L2”_ toct__mass_.

Channel Capacity
|

'Ample for present plus some
increases. Peak ilev3 cl

tained. W/D ratio <7. S
jAdequate. Overbank flows
'rare. Width to Depth (W/D)

Iratio 8-15.
(2)

Earely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
floods. W/D ratic 15-25.

(3)

inadequate . Overbark flews
common. U/D ratio >25. (4:

;tank Rock Content
657- + with large, angular
boulders 12" + numerous.

(2) 40 to 657., mostly small
boulders to cobble 6-12". © 20 to 40% , with most in the

3-6" diameter class.
(6) < 20% rock fragments ci

gravel sizes. 1-2" nr 1 ,,,
(s;

Obstructions
Flow Deflectors

Sediment Traps

Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles stable
without cutting or
deposition.

9
ISome present, causing
j erosive cross currents and
Iminor pool filling. Obstruc-
tions and deflectors never
and less firm.

(4)

Moderately frequent, moder-
ately unstable obstructions
& deflectors move with high

j water causing bank cutting
and filling of pods.

(6)

Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank ero-
sion yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
occuring

.

i

(a:

Cutting

Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banks less
than 6" high generally.

ft)

Seme, intermittently at
outcurves 5. constrictions.
Raw banks may be up to 12".

(8)

Significant. Cut3 12"-24"
ihigh. Root mat overhangs
land sloughing evident.

12)

Ajmo3t continuous cuts,
seme over 24" high. Fail- :i6)

Deposition

iLittle or no enlargement
jof channel or point bars.

^9
Some new increas in bar
formation, most from
coarse gravels.

(8)

iModerate deposition of new
jgravel & coarse sand on
Sold and some new bars.

:i2)

Extensive deposits of pre-
dominately fine particles.
Accelerated h,r

h~
un

BOTTOM |

Rock Angularity |Fbarp edges and comers,
(plane surfaces roughened.

(i) Rounded comers & edges,
surfaces smooth 6 flat.

Corners L edges veil round-
ed in tvo dimensions.

(3) Well rounded ir all dimer- (4)

Brightness (Surfaces dull, darkened, or
Irtained. Gen. not "bright".

(i) Mostly dull but may have
up to 357. bright surfaces.

'(2) Mixture, 50-507. dull and
bright, i 15%. ie 35-65%.

(3) Predominately bright, 65" +,' T55

'.onsoli

d

2tion or
Particle Packing

'Assorted sizes tightly
ip. .eked and /or overlapping.

(2) Moderately packed with
uo.Tie overlapping.

'^[Mostly e loose assortment
__ with nc apparent over lac.

(6)j No packing evident. Loose I (8)

Bottom Size. Distribution
5 Percent ftable Materials

Nc change lr» sizes evident.
Staple materials 80-1007..

(4) Distribution shift slight.
Stable materials 50-80%.

Moderate' change in sizes.
Stable materials 20-50%.

Marked distribution change.
Stable u?ter<als r.-7n7

3T

scouring and
Deposition

Less than 57. of the bottom
effected by scouring and
deposition.

(6)

5-307. ofiecttd. Scour at
constrictions and where (
grades steeper. Scree

deposition ir. nools.

3>
30-;C% affected. Deposits
G scour at obstructions,
constrictions, and beads.
Sene filling of pools.

is:

More tii an 50% of the bottom
in a state of flux or chcnge (

nearly yearlong.
24)

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

(Mors 6 Algse)

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark green, per-
itnnial. In swift water too.

(1)

Common. Algal forms in lerv

velocity 6 pool eieas. Moss
here too a-id swifter waters.

©
Present but spotty, mostly
in bactevater areas. Season-
al blooms make rocks sHrk.

(3)

Perennial types scarce or
pfcsent. \ eHow-grecn, §Lcrt n \

y

3-COLUMN TOTALS —
| ] g — _3&_

Add the values in each column for total reach score here . (E

.

_
1
_
9_+ G . 38+ F.

| Reach score cf :< 38*Exellent , 39-76=Cood, 77-114-Fair, .li-^Poor.

F. - 57 3 .

Fonr R-l 2500-5 (6-73.'

OVER



STREAM NUMBER & NAME

WIDTH
Present

Rock Creek (Lower) STATIONS: DATE: 9/5/79

Full

DEPTH

Present Full

VELOCITY VOLUME

Pool 25 65 3.2 7.0 0.2 FS 5-10 CFS

Riffle 25 i
60 0.6 3.6 1 FS 6-10 CFS

Run 1

»

1

TLMPFRATURE

Air: 72__

47

GRADIENT 10%

Water:

l pnoi.d, 2 and 3) 30

STABILITY RATING 108

* RIFFLE 70%

i Clear)
TURBIDITY: Milky

Muddv

* RUN * GLIDE

POOL CLASSES: * CLASS 1: 1 1 * CLASS 2 5 * CLASS 3 17 * CLASS 4: 67%

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant

(> 70*)

Abundant

(41 to 70*)

Common

(11 to 40*)

Present

«10%)

None

0

Orqanlc Debris: 10

Clay/Silt: 20

Sand

:

10

Fine Gravel (0. 1 to 1")

:

10

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3")

:

10

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :
20

Larqe Rubble (6 to 12")

:

15

Boulders (>12"): 10

Bed Rock:
X

AQUATIC VEGETATION:
~T~

INSTREAM COVER: Good £lL
Logs

Poor

C

None

Cover Types

(Indicate relative
Undercut Banks

Importance A > C ,> P)

Rocks Bottom Color mottlsd

Water Color --

BANK COVER: Good

Choppy Surface '

Faitt^-^) Poor None

Overstory Most! y cedar

,

Overhanging Vegetat1on_

larch, fir

( I

j

ndicSle
n

Jelatlle
S

'

Understory Mostly alder, willow
Importance: A > C > P)

Surface Grass, , thimbleberry

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS: (>25Zft!) 16-25/ft
2

6-15/ft
2

Food Types: Caridisflles CT Mayflies: A Stoneflies

(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails: Leeches:

l-5/ft
£

_D1ptera_

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good

* Gravel
Velocity
Depth

EMBEDDEDNESS

>50* 35-50*

Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS

Must be between_i_inches and 3 feet

2/3

Fair

20-34*

None

< 10*

0 Full

VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE:
.

300 fU
LAND FORM GRADIENT: <5* (,5-10* J

LIMITING FACTORS:

\ /
100-300 ft.

11-20* 21-30*
<100 ft.

>30*

additional observations: Pool dev. good in lower 600',

LAND MARKS:

INVESTIGATOR: B.MaY

T26N, R32W, S.2

* = Estimates



R-l STREAM CHANNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

Item Rated
RANKS EXCELLENT

‘ardtom Slope

K*sf Va sting
(Existing or Potential)

Bark slope gradient <30X
evidence of pa3t or

jpote.it i a a. for future mass
wasting into channels.

Dautris Jo® Potential

(Flraftble Ob lects)

Sank Protection
from

Vegetation

tss-nlially absent from

immediate channel area.

E

LOWER BANKS

hannel Capacity

tank Rock Content

Obstruction*
Flow Deflectors

Sediment Traps

Cutting

90% + plant density. Vigor
and variety suggests a

deep, dense root mass.

GOOD
Stability Indicators by Classes

(2M]Bank slope gradient 30-40%
Infrequent and/or very small

'OjjMosr.ly healed over. Low
future potential.

( 2 )

(3;

iAmple for present plus some
increases. Peak flows c

tained. W/P ratio <7.
657= + with large, angular
boulders 12” + numerous.
Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles stable
without cutting or
deposition.
Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banks less
than 6" high generally.

Deposition

BOTTOM

Hock Angularity

Brightness

‘.onsolidation or
Particle Packing

Little or no enlargement
of channel or point bars.

(1 )

( 2 )

Present but r.iuotly small
twigs and limbs.
70-907. density. Fewer plant
species or lower vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

(6 )

(4)

(6 )

Adequate. Overbank flows
rare. Width to Depth (V/D)

rat i o 8-15.

40 to 657., mostly small
boulders to cobble 6-12",
Some present, causing
erosive cross currents and

(2)Jminor pool filling. Obstruc-
tions and deflectors nevar
and less firm,

(4}

(4)

jSharp edges and corners,
.plane surfaces roughened .

Surfaces dull, darkened, or
stained, Gen, r.ot "bright".

Bottom Eire Distribution
5 Percent Stable Materials

/Assorted sizes tightly
ip..

e

ked a.id /eir over lapping.
Kc change ir. sizes evident.
Stas le materials 80-100%.

Scouring «nd
Deposition

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetatlc-n

(Moss & Algae)

( 1 )

(1 )

(2)

Less than 57. of the bottom
affected by scouring and

deposition.

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark green, per-
ennial. In swift water toO

p_

(4)

(6 )

Cl)

COLUMN TOTALS

Some, intermittently at
outcurves & constrictions.
Raw banks may be up to 12".

Some new increas in bar
formation, most from
coarse gravels.

(2 )

_IAXK_
Bank slope gradient 40-602.

Moderale frequency & size,
with some row spots eroded
by water during high flows.
Present, volume and size
are both increasing.
50-70% density. Lower vlgcr
and still fewer species
form a somewhat shallow and
discontinuous rout mass

.

m
(9)

H41
ai
/—

n

*250% density plus fewer
(9), species 6 less vigor indi-

cate poor, d i sc on t i nuous

,

and shallow roct mass.

Earely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
floods. W/D ratio 15-25.

maoequete. Overhacw flews
common. W/D ratio >25.

(4)j 20 to 40% , with most in the
3-6" diameter class.

(4)

(8 )

(8 )

Rounded comers & edges,
surfaces smooth & flat.
Mostly dull but may have (2)

up to 357. bri ght surfaces.
Moderately packed wi th

r ome ever ! appir.g

.

Moderately frequent, moder-
ately unstable obstructions
£ deflectors move with high
water causing bank cutting
and filling of pools.
Significant. Cuts 12"-24"

high. Root mat overhangs
znd slo-ighing evident.
Moderate deposition of new-

grave 1 S> coarse sand on
old and seme new bars .

©

-E22L.
Bank slope gradient 60X
Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR
immin en t d anger of same.

(127

Moderate to heavy amounts,
predominantly larger sires.

JU

( 8 )

:i2!

(e6p <20% rock fragments cf
gravel sizes. 1-3" or less.
Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank crc-
sicn yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
occuring

.

(4:

w

/
^-eiAlmost continuous cuts,
.12^ seme over 24" high. Fail-

ure of overhangs frequent.

Corners A edges well round-
ed in two dimensions.
Mixture, 50-507. dull and
bright. ± 15%, ie 35-C57..

[Mostly a loose assortment

Distil iburioc shift slight.
Stable me lerials 50-80%.
5 - 307. afiected. Scour at
constrictions and where
grades steepen. Some
deposition ir. pools .

(4)
_

I with nc apparent overlap .

(3) jl Moderate change in sizes.
Stable materials 20-5G7..

Common. Algal forms in low
velocity & pool aieas. Mos3
here too and swifter waters

Extensive deposits of pre-
dominately fine particles.
Accelerated bar development .

(8:

:i6)

p)

Well rounded ir all dimer -

sions, surfaces smooth.
Predominately bright, W5Z

ui
exFVsed or scoured surfaces.

(6 )J Nc packing evident. Loose.

(4)

30-5C% affected. Deposits
G scour at obstructions,
constrictions, and bends.
Sane fill i ng of pods.

as sortment
, easily moved.

Marked distrifcu
Ctrl le u? ter< als C-207..

(4)

T&)

present but spotty, mostly L— Perennial types scarce or
in bacKwnter areas. Season- fbsen.t. Yr.llov-greei, short
a1 b } oonr ir.r.ke rocks slick . - -

7.- hey

More than 50% of the bottom
(iR, in a state of flux or change

'2o)
nep t2y yearlong.

(24)

ffon
Lerrr blcora tlp** be ores cn l

Kdd the values in each coluxr.n for a total reach score here . (E . 5 + G . 2 + F. 1 01 + F. 1 08 ) .

I Reach score cf -.OS^Exel lent , 39-7A-Cood, 77-Il‘*=Fair, .15-^Poor. Form R-l 25CO-5 (6-73;

OVER



STATIONS:
Upper

.STREAM NUMBER & NAME:

WIDTH

Rock Cree k.

Pool

Riffle

Run

Air:

T[ MPFRATURE
Water:_

T, PO0I-(l, 2 and 3)_ 10

POOL CLASSES: % CLASS 1:_

OEPTH VELOCITY

STABILITY RATING

.
PATE: 9/ 5/79

VOLUME

Present

IS

Full

25

Present

20

ru i i

_ 4*5 1 -ES 20 CFS
uc —

i

i

l

l

i

i

l

(JLifi&y
TURBIDITY :M1Iky

Muddy

* riffle 90 (Cascaded) % run * glide

% CLASS 3 T2 % CLASS 4. _§8_% CLASS 2:

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant

(> 70%)

Abundant

(41 to 70%)

Common

(11 to 40%)

Present

«10%)

None

0

Orqanic Debris: _5
Clav/Silt:

3

2

Fine Gravel (0.1 to 1"): 4

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3"):
6

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :
5

larae Rubble (6 to 12"): 15

60%

Bed Rock:
P

AQUATIC VEGETATION:
P

INSTREAM COVER: Good (Fa1>) Poor None

Cover Types Logs P Rocks A Bottom Color dark
(Indicate relative

_ undercut Banks None Water Color clear
Importance A>C/ P) c

. D
Choppy Surface A Overhanging Vegetation r

BANK COVER: Good Poor None

Major Plant Species:

(Indicate relative

Overstory Cedar, larch, fir

Undsrstcry Alder , dogwood
importance: A > c > p)

Surface Grass, thimbl eberry , devils club

2
UfiSSp) ' ,c,f * 2 ’ c "‘2

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS: > 25/ft

Food Types: Caddlsflles C Mayflies: A
(Indicate relative
abundance A^>C>P) Snails: Leeches:

6-15/ft
Stoneflies: P

1-5/ft
_D1ptera_

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good Fair

SIZE:(7)

Very f°°r None

% Gravel >50* 35-50* 20-34%

Velocity Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS

Depth Must be between 4 Inches and 3 feet

IMBCDDEDNESS (IT) 1/3

VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE:

>300 ft.^
LAND FORM GRADIENT: <5% (5-10% > 11-20% 21-30%

10-19%

Full

1 /

<100 ft.

>30%

< 10%

limiting factors: (1) Low al kal ini ti es ,
productivity (2) pool development (3) high

gradient (4) lack of well defined riffles for food production. Cascades
over boulders rather than riffles.

additional observations: Lack of overstory, high gradient tumbling mt. stream with
pockets - rubble habitat -sterile environment, low al kal inities

.

landmarks: 500' on either side of boundary 150A T26N R32W S.l

INVESTIGATOR: B.May * » Estimates



R-l STREAM CHANNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

Item Rated

-VVER RANKS EXCELLENT
Stability Inc

GOOD
lea tors by Classes

; POOR
•jrjffom Slope —

f

Burk slope gradient <30% 121 Bank slope gradient 30-407. (A) Bank slope gradient 40-60% (fc) Bank slope gradient 60T +

Mass Via sting
{Existing or Potential)

[

V-c evidence of past or
pote.'.tia- for future mass
vrastln^ into channels.

(3)

Infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.

Moderate frequency & size,
with some raw spots eroded
by water during high flows.

(9)

Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR (127

Debris Jo« l*otcnLial

fFloatsble Objects)

tss _nt i a lly absent from
l-snediate channel area.

( 2 ) Present but r.tuctly small
twigs and limbs.

Present, volume and sire
are both increasing.

(6 ) Moderate to heavy amounts. ( 8 )

Sank Protection
from

Vegetation

90? -f plant density. Vigor
arid variety suggests a

|dcep, dense root mass.
(3)

70-90% density. Fewer plant
species or lower vigor

j

suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

50-70% density. Lower vigrr
and still fewer species
form a somewhat shallow and
discontinuous root mass.

(9)

<•50% density plus fewer
species 6 less vigor indi-
cate poor, disconti nuous

,

a2 )

DIVER EAKXS

Lhannel Capacity
1

iAmple for present plus some
increases. Peak flows cc

tained. W/D ratio <7.
(1 )

Adequate. Overbank flows
[rare. Width to Depth (W/D)

1 ratio 8-15,
7^

Barely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
floods. W/D ratio 15-25.

(3)

inadequate . Overba,.. flows
c asmon. V/D ratio >25. (4;

.'Lank Rock Content
657 + with large, angular (

boulders 12 " + numerous.
(2 ) i

<0 to 65%, mostly small
[boulders to cobble 6 -12 ".

(A)
1

20 to 40% , with most in the
13-6" diameter dess.

(6 ) < 20% rock fragments ct C8 ]

1

(8 )

Obstructions
Flow Deflectors

Sediment Traps

Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles stable
without cutting or
deposition.

§
IScme present, causing
erosive cross currents and
minor pool filling. Obstruc-
tions and deflectors newer
and less firm.

(A)

(Moderately frequent, moder-
ately unstable obstructions
& deflectors move with high
water causing bank cutting
and filling of pods.

(6 )

Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank crc-
slcn yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
securing

.

Cutting

Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banks leas

(

than 6 " high generally.
(5

Sane, intermittently at
outcurves & constrictions.
Raw banks may be up to 12".

(8 )

Significant. Cuts 12"-24"
high. Root mat overhangs
land sloughing evident.

12 )

Almost continuous cuts,
some over 24" high. Pall- a6 )

Deposition

iLittle or no enlargement
jof channel or point bars.

!

Seme new increas in bar
formation, most from
coarse gravels.

(8 )

Moderate deposition of new
gravel & coarse sand on
old and seme new bars.

12 )

Extensive deposits of pre-
dominately fine particles.
Accelerated bar development.

ao

Rock Angularity |Fharp edges and comers,
iplane surfaces roughened.

a) Rounded comers & edges,
surfaces smooth & flat.

Corners &. edges veil round-
ed in two dimensions.

(3) Well rounded ir all dimec- (A)

Brightness .'Surfaces dull, darkened, er
Irtained. Gen. not "bright".

a) Mostly dull but may have
up to 35% bright surfaces. V

Mixture, 50-507. dull and
bright. ± 15%, ie 35-C37..

(3) Predominately bright, 65% + W>
‘.onsoli

d

2tion or
Particle Packing

'Assorted sizes tightly
ipi.cked and/or overlapping.

(2 ) Moderately packed with
uooie overlapping.

'„hj,

gLj

Mostly o loose assortment
wi t.h nc apparent overlap.

C6)[ Nc packing evident. Loose
jassortment, easily moved. !

Merxcd distribution change, f

(8 )

Bottno Eire Distribution
5 Percent ftable Materials

jNc change i r» s*zes evident,
jstaole materials 80-1007.

(A) Distributio shift slight.
Stable materials 50-8CZ. (

Moderate" change in sizes.
Stable materials 20-5C7,.

167

scouring «nd
Deposition

iLess than 57. of the bottom
(affected by scouring and
deposition.

(6 )

5-30% affected. Scour at
cons trie ti cr.s and where
grades steeper. Scene

deposition in pools. D
30-50% affected. Deposits
G scour at obstructions,
constrictions, and bends.
Scxne filling of pools.

18)

More than 50% of the bottom
jin a state of flux or chrnge '

nearly yearlong.
24)

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

(Moss & Algae)

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark green, per-
iennial. In swift water too.

(1 )

Common. AJgal forms in low
velocity & pool ateas. Mos3
here too a-id swifter waters.

Present but spotty, mostly
in backwater areas. Season-
al blormr mr.ke rocks sHrk.

(3)

Perennial types scirce or
absent . \ r llcrw-g re ca

, short n \
/

COLUMN TOTALS —
1 "| 4 ]

— _42J
Uid the values in each coluirn for a total reach score here. (E. 14+ g. 42 + f. + f. - 56 ) .

|
Reach score cf :<3S=Exel lent , 39-76=Cood', 77- 114=Fair

, ,13-^Poor. Fore R-l 2500-5 (6-73;



STREAM NUMBER & NAMl:_

WIDTH

Big Creek STATIONS:

DEPTH VELOCITY

DATE: 8/30/79

VOLUME

Pool

Riffle

Run

Present

25 !

r U 1 1

70

present

2.0 ! 6.0 0.2-0. 5 FS 20 CFS

25 : 60 0.8' 5.0' 1-2 FS 20 CFS
1

1

l

i

U.MPFRATURE

Air: 70°

Water: 57°F

T. POOL ( 1 , 2 and 3) 1 5

GRADIENT 2%

STABILITY RATING 96 Fair TURBIDITYtWlxy
Muddy

% RIFFLE 60 % RUN % GLIDE 2t

POOL CLASSES: % CLASS 1: - % CLASS 2 _ of
n CLASS 3 20 % CLASS 4. 80

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant Abundant Common Present None

V oa* (41 to 70%) (11 to 40%) (< 10%) 0

Orqanic Debris: 5

Clay/Silt:
5

Sand

:

5

Fine Gravel (C.l to 1"):

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3"): 10

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :

20

Larqe Rubble (6 to 12")

:

30

Boulders (>12“): 30

Bed Rock: 1%

AQUATIC VEGETATION:
]0°/o

INSTREAM COVER: Good FairJ

Logs

Poor

P

None

Cover Types

(Indicate relative
Undercut Banks

importance A > C > P)

Rocks Eottom Color Dlottlsd

Water Color

BANK COVER: Good

Choppy Surface

(Fair) Poor None

Overhanging Vegetation_

overstcry Cedar, spruce, fir, larch
Major Plant Species: , . . , ,

(Indicate relative Understory Alder, birch, mtn . mapie
importance: A > C > P)

Surface Grass, thimbleberry

f ,2

Food Tyoes : Caridisfl ies^A "Mayfl 1 es

:

(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails: Leeches:

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good

% Gravel
Veloci ty
Depth

>50%
Must be between
Must be between

35-50%

0.5 and 3 FPS
4 inches and 3

6-15/ft
Stoneflies:

Fair

20-34%

EMBEDDEDNESS 1/3

VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE:

>300 ft.

LAND FORM GRADIENT: <5% 5-10%
'-LgQ-300 fu
11-20% 21-30%

1G-19

Full

L-1
<100 ft.

>30%

limiting FACTORS: 1) Low alkalinities 2) high spring flows, low summer flows

3) lack of pool formation 4) lack of bank cover (brush and undercuts)

additional observations: Bank has lack of understory and ground cover. High scouring

spring flows and bedload movement limit primary production. Section has

good rearing habitat, but not many niches for fish over 7.0".

landmarks: 1«2 miles above Steep Creek Road - 1000' section
INVESTIGATOR: B. May * = Estimates



R-l STREAM CHANKEL STABILITY FIELD gVALUATIOW FORM

Item Rated
_J

Stability Indicators by Classes

-==ER RANKS
t m r c* fom Slope

LXt LLLfc.NT

Berk slope gradient <30% (w GOOD
Bank slope gradient 30 407. (41

IMR
Bank slope gradient 40-607 ( 6 )

E£CS_

Mas* lasting
(Existing or Potential)

Lo evidence of past or
pote.^tia^ for future mass
wastin'- into channels.

(3)

Infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potent i

a

1 .

Moderate frequency & size,
with some raw 3pots eroded

j by water during high flows.
(9)

Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR

—

L

8j

(121

Debris Jam Potential

fFlcat&b le Objects)
! b.ss - nl i a lly absent from
iTtmediate channel area.

( 2 ) 1’rcBcnt but mostly small
twigs and limbs.

1
Present, volume und size
are both increasing.

(6 ) Moderate to heavy amounts. ( 8 ;

Sank Protection
from

Vegetation

904 + plant density. Vigor
land variety suggests a

jdeep, dense root mass.

I

(3)

70-907. density. Fever plant
species or lower vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

(6 )

]

50-707. density. Lower vigor
and still fewer species
form a somewhat shallow and
discontinuous root mass.

^9)

<50% density plus fewer
species 6 legs vigor indi-
cate poor, discontinuous,
and shallow roct mass.

(12 :

l/JVt K LA f>

1Channel Capacity
!

iAmple for present plus snne
increases. Peak flows ct.

tained. W/D ratio <7.
(1 )

Adequate. Overbank flows
rare. Width to Depth (W/D)
Iratio 8-15. @

jEarely contains present
peaks, Occasicnal overbank
floods. W/D ratio 1S-75.

(3)

.

maoequate. OverUrk flows
carer on. V/D ratio >25. (4:

.Rank Rock Content
657 + with large, angular
boulders 12 ” + numerous.

( 2 ) 140 to 657., mostly small
Iboulders to cobble 6 -12 ".

20 to 407 , with most in the
3-6" diameter class.

(6 ) <207. rock fragments ct
grvvel sizes. 1 - ? '

' ^r-
(8 )

Obstructions
Flow Deflectors

Sediment Traps

Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles stable
without cutting or
deposition.

ISorne present, causing
erosive cross currents and
minor pool filling. Obstruc-
tions and deflectors newer
and less firm.

(4)

jModerately frequent, moder-
|ately unstable obstructions
4 deflectors move with high
iwater causing bank cutting
land filling of pocIe,'

(6 )

frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank crc-
sicn yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration

1

(8:

Cutting

Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banks less
than 6 " high generally.

(4)

Sane, intermittently at.

outcurves & constrictions.
Raw banks may be up to 12".

[Significant. Cuts 12 "- 2A"
high. Root mat overhangs
and sloughing evident-

H

Almost continuous cuts,
sane over 24" high. Fail- :i6)

Deposition

BOTTOM

jLittle or no enlargement
of channel or point bars. (4)

Some new increas in bar
formation, most fran
coarse gravels.

(8 )

Moderate deposition of new
gravel & coarse sand on
old and seine new bars. ©

Extensive deposits of pre-
dominately fine particles.
Accelerated bar development

Uf)

Rock Angularity |Fharp edges and corners,
(plane surfaces roughened.

(1 ) Rounded comers & edges,
surfaces smooth 6 flat.

(2) Comers 6 edges well round-
(

ed in two dimensions. 3) Well rounded ir all dimer.- (4)

Brightness (Surfaces dull, darkened, or
Irtained. Gen. r.ot "bright".

U) Mostly dull but icay have
up to 357. bright surfaces.

(2 )

|

Mixture, 50-507. dull and
bright, i 157., te 35-C57..

Predominately bright, 65“! 7©
‘.onsoli detion or

Particle Packing
’Assorted sizes tightly
ipi.cked aud/or overlapping.

(2) Moderately packed with
i;ot-ne overlapping.

(4) Mostly a loose assortment
(

with nc apparent over lac. ^
No packing evident. Loose

j
(8 )

Bottom ixzi. Distribvuion
i Percent Stable Materials

jNc change in S’zes evident,
jstaple materials 80-100%,

(4) Distribution shift slight.
Stable materials 50-80%.

(2./ jModerate' change in sizes. !
I| Stable materials 20-507.. d Hlfi

Marked distribution change, t167

scouring and

Deposition

jLess than 57. of the bottom
loffected by scouring and
[deposition.

(6 )

5 -307. efiectcd. Scour at
constrict! ers and where
grades steeper. Sane
deposi tier ir. nools ,

12 )

30-tC% affected. Deposits
G scour et obstructions, f
constrictions, and bends. <-
Seine filling of pools.

18^

More tnar. 5U% of the bottom
in a state of flux or change (

nearly yearlong.
24)

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

(Mors & Algae)

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark green, per-
lennial. In swift water too.

(1 )

Canmon. Algal forms in low
velocity & pool areas. Mos3
here too and swifter waters.

(2 )

Present but spotty, mostly
.in backwater areas. Season-
al blooms make rocks slick.

Perennial types scirct or
? b s er. t . \ r Ilow-greci, sbert

COLUMN TOTALS —
| 4 — ~2rf T

Add the values In each column for £ total reach score here . (E . 4 + G . 24 + F. 68 + F . 96 ) .

Reach score cf :<38=Exal lent , 39-76=Cood', 77- 11L=Fair
, .i5-=?oor. Fora R-l 2 500-5 (6-73;

OVER



stream number & name: Callahan Creek

WIDTH

.

STATIONS: T.TI N R34W S2Q DATE: 8/17/79

DEPTH
Full

VELOCITY VOLUME

1
1

1

Riffle
25' i

200^ 5"
!

5' 2.5 25 CFS

1

Run ' «

i

l

Air: /5 GRADIENT 1-2%
TEMPERATURE

t
._ n

Water: 55u STABILITY RATING Fa i r
vCigajy

TURBIDITY :M11ky

1 Pnoi (1. 2 and 3) 20 % RIFFLE 80 % RUN

Muddy
% GLIDE

POOL CLASSES: % CLASS 1: 25 % CLASS 2 5 % CLASS 3 25 % CLASS 4: 45

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant Abundant Common Present None

(> 70%) (41 to 70%) (11 to 40%) « 10%) 0

Orqanic Debris: X

Clay/Silt:
X

Sand:
~1

c~

Fine Gravel (0. 1 to 1")

:

X

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3"): X

Small Rubble (3 to 6") : X

Larqe Rubble (6 to 12"): X

Boulders (,>12"):
~1T

Bed Rock: X

AQUATIC VEGETATION:
X

INSTREAM COVER: Good (Jair) Poor None

Cover Types Logs P Rocks A Bottom Color C

Indicate relative
Undercut Banks P Water Color

importance A > C ,> P) p
Choppy Surface « Overhanging Vegetation 2

BANK COVER: Good

Major Plant Species:

(Indicate relative
importance: A > C > P)

Poor None

Overs tory Cottonwoods, cedar, spruce, D.-fir

understory Alder, bog birch, mtn. maple

Surface Thimbl eberry ,
grass, equisitum

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS: > 25/ft
1

Food Types: Caddisflies P Mayflies:

(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails: Leeches:

6-15/ft
Stonefl ies

:

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good

% Gravel
Velocity
Depth

>50% 35-50%

Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS

Must be between 4 inches and 3 feet

Fair

20-34%

SIZE: S (M)

(Poor^

10-19%

l-5/ft‘
_D1ptera_

None

<10%

EMBEDDEDNESS QT) 1/3 2/3 Full

VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE:/"' \ ! L_y
VOJQQ ft. 100-300 ft. <100 ft.

LAND FORM GRADIENT: (< 5% ) 5-10% 11-20% 21-30% >30%

LIMITING FACTORS: 1) High spring scouring fl ows and low summer

2) Lack of pool development. 3) Low alkalinities and low insect production.

additional observations: Unstable channel that carries much bedload during runoff.

Channel braided with numerous high water channels.

LAND MARKS:

INVESTIGATOR: B, May = Estimates



R-l STREAM CHANNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

Item Rated Stacility Indicators by Classes

-33r; RANKS
|

EXCELLENT —*-oj GOOD 1 FAIR POOR
Bark slope gradient <307 (& Bank 3lope gradient 30-40% (4)1 Bank Blope gradient 40-607. (6) Bank slope gradient 601 + (81elftii-! P

Kass lasting
j

{Existing or Potential)
|

No evicence of past or
pote.itia * for future mass
vastn" into channels.

(3)

Infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.

(6)

Moderate frequency & size,
with some raw spots eroded
by water during high flows.

(9)

Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR
imminent danger of same.

(121

Debris Jam Potential |!tss - nl i a Lly absent from

(Tlnnrsble Oblects) !
lr+mediate channel area.

(2) Present but r.iuctly small
twigs and limhs. ffl

Present, volume and size
are both increasing.

(6) Moderate to heavy amounts. (8)

Sank Protection
frees

Vegetation

907 + plant density. Vigor
and variety suggests a

dee?, dense root mass.
(3)

70-90% density. Fever plant
species or lorer vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

@
50-7G% density. Lower vigor
and still fever species
form a somewhat shallow and
discontinuous root aiass.

(9)

*^•50% density plus fewer
species 6c 1 ps s vigor indi-
cate poor, di scont i nuous

,

:i 2]

LOVER BANKS

r
Channel Capacity
j

Ample for present plus some
increases. Peak flows cc

tained. W/D ratio K7.
(1)

Adequate. Overbank flows
(rare. Width to Depth (V/D)

ratio 8-15.
(2)

Barely contains present
packs . Occasional overbank
floods. W/D ratic 15-25.

(3)

maaequate. Dverbark flows
cermon. V/D ratio >25. ©

jEank Rock Content
657 + with large, angular
boulders 12" + numerous. 3

40 to 65%* mostly small
boulders to cobble 6-12”,

(4) 20 to 407 , with most in the
3-6" diameter clans.

(6) <207. rock fragments cf
gravel Sizes. 1-2" nr Iran

(8]

Cbatructions

Flow Deflector*
Sediment Traps

Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles .stable
without cutting or
deposition.

(2)

(Some present, causing
erosive cross currents and
miner pool filling. Obstruc-
tions and deflectors newer
and lass firm.

©
Moderately frequent, moder-
ately unstable obstructions
A deflectors move with high
water causing bank cutting
and filling of pods.

(6)

Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank ero-
sion yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
occur! ng

.

1

(8)

Cutting

Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banks lees
than 6" high generally.

(4)

Some, intermittently at
outr.urves & constrictions.
Raw banks mav be up to 12".

Significant. Cuts 12"-24"

high. Root mat overhangs
and sloughing evident.

.12)

AImo3t continuous cuts,
seme over 24’* high. Fail- :i6)

Deposition

jLittle or no enlargement
jof channel or point bars. (4)

Sexto new increas in bar
formation, most from
coarse gravels.

(S)

Moderate deposition of new
gravel & coarse sand on
old and seme new bars.

‘W
TO

Extensive deposits of pre-
dominately fine particles.
Accelerated bar deveinm-mr

C+O

BOTTOM
|

Rock Angularity |Fherp edges and comers,
(plane surfaces roughened.

(1) Rounded corners & edges,
surfaces smooth & flat.

Comers & edges well round-
ed in two dimensions.

(3) Well rounded ir all dimen-
sions, surfaces smooth.

(4)

Brightness (Surfaces dull, darkened, or
(stained. Gen. not "bright".

(i) Mostly dull but may have
up to 357. bright surfaces.

W Mixture, 50-507. dull and
bright, i 157., ie 35-C57..

Predominately bright, 657 -y

exposed or scoured surface
W)

i.onsolidetion or ('Assorted sizes tightly
Particle Packing jip..cked and/or overlapping.

(2) Moderataly packed with C

some overlapping.
Qi.y Mostly a loose assortment

with nt apparent overlap.
C6)f Nc packing evident. Loose

j

(8)

Butlcci Eizc Distribution
i p ercent ftable Materials

jNc change Sri S’zes evident.
’Stable materials 80-100%.

(4) Disti i.b jtioc shift slight.
Stable materials 50-80%. (gr

Moderate' change in sizes.
j

stable materials 20-507.. —1

Marked distribution change, jf

Stable u?ter<als C-207.
76T

Scouring end

Deposition

jLess than 57. of the bottom
leffected by scouring and
(deposition.

(6)

5-30% a fiectcd. Scour at
constrictions and where
grades steeper. Sccce

deposition ir. nools.

12)

30-5C7. affected. Deposits
4 scour at obstructions,
constrictions, and bends. '

Seme filling of pools.

‘h£)|

3o)j

More than 507 cf the bottom
in a state of flux or change

'

neatly yearlong.
24)

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

Odors & Algae)

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark green, per-
lennial. In swift water too.

(1)

Common. A.
3 gal forms in low

velocity 6 pool aieas. Moss
here too and swifter waters.

(2)

Present but spotty, mostly
In backwater areas. Season-
al blooms make rocks slick.

Perennial types scircu or
efcsent. \r llov-greei, short

COLUMN TOTALS —- | 5 — T4

Add the values in each column for a total reach score here. (E. 5 t G . 44 + F. 40 + F . 4 - 93 ) .

J Reach score cf :<3S=Exel lent , 39-76=Cood', 77-114=Fair, .ii-^Poor. Fore R-l 2500-5 (6-73'

OVER



.STREAM NUMBER & NAME: South Fork Callahan STATIONS: T51 N R34W S_2 6— DATE : 8/12/79

urriTH DEPTH VELOCITY VOLUME

Pool

Riffle

Run

Present

10'

r U 1 1

100'

rrebeni

16" 6' 1.0 10 CFS

15 100' 6" 5' 2.0 10 CFS

II MPFRATURE " r„
Water: S'-1

?. P00I.O, 2 and 3) 5_

STABILITY RATING Fair

* RIFFLE 85

(Clear _

TURBIDITY: Milky
Muddy

* RUN % GLIDE 10

POOL CLASSES: % CLASS % CLASS 2: % CLASS 3 8 % CLASS 4: 92

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant Abundant Common Present

( > 70%) (41 to 70%) (11 to 40%) (<10%)

None

0

Organic Debris: X

Clay/Silt:
V
A

Sand

:

X

Fine Gravel (0.1 to 1"):
X

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3"): X

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :
X

Large Rubble (6 to 12"):
X

Boulders (>12"): X

Bed Rock:
X

AQUATIC VEGETATION:

—
x~

INSTREAM COVER: (Good —

^

)
Fair

Cover Types Logs

Poor None

( Indicate relative

importance A > C P)

BANK COVER: Good

Undercut Banks

Rocks_

None

Bottom Color

Water Color cl ear

Choppy Surface_

(Fairj Poor None

Overhanging Vegetation None

Overstory Spruce, fir, cedar
Major Plant Species:

(Indicate relative Understory A1 der
importance: A > C > P)

surface Grass, thimbleberry

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS: > 25/ft
2

16-25/ft
2

c.6-

Food Types: Caddisflies P Mayflies: C

-15/fti)
Eoneflies: P

1-5/ft
2

Diptera P

(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails: Leeches: SIZE: S M Q)

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good Fair None

% Gravel >50%
Velocity Must be between

35-50% 20-34%

0.5 and 3 FPS
(^19% <10%

Depth Must be between 4 inches and 3 feet

EMBEDDEDNESS 1/3 2/3

VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE/ \

> S 300 ft. .)

LAND FORM GRADIENT: ~~<5% (5-10%
100-300 ft.

11-20% 21-30%

Full

\ /

<100 ft.

>30%

limiting factors: 1) Lack of pool development, 2) High scouring spring flows and low

summer & fall flows. Low alkalinities and poor insect production.

ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS:

landmarks: Bridge over stream. Road to Goat Creek.

INVESTIGATOR: B.May * » Estimates



9

R-l STREAM CHANNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

Item Rated

-??;a eanks

-jrdfom Slope

EXCELLENT GOOD
Stability Indicators by Classes

j|Bark slope gradient <307 iBank slope gradient 30-407.

Mass Wasting
(Existing or Potential)

Debris Jam Potential

(Floatable Objects)

Sank Protection
from

Vegetation

('No evidence of past or

[]
pote.i t i a i for future mass

|' V3S t : -i" into channels.

|! Lss _nl » a lly absent from
I immediate channel area.

[infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.

LOWER BANKS

Channel Capacity

Sank Rock Content

Obstruction#
Flow Deflectors

Sediment Trapa

Cutting

90? + plant density. Vigor
and variety suggests a

deep, dense root mass.

(2) Prcacnt but mostly small
twigs and limbs.
70-90?. density. Fewer plant
species or lower vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

m
( 6 )

'3

(6 )

iAmple for present plus some
increases. Peak flows c

tained, W/D ratio <7.
65? + with large, angular
boulders 12" + numerous.
Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool 6 riffles stable
without cutting or
deposition.
Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banks less
than 6" high generally.

Deposition

BOTTOM
Rock Angularity

Brightness

consolidation or
Particle Packing

Little or no enlargement
of channel or point bars.

Adequate. Overbank flows
rare. Width to Depth (W/D)

ratio 6-15. ’

40 to 657., mostly small
jboulders to cobble 6-12".
Seme present, causing
erosive cross currents and

(2)|minor pool filling. Obstruc- ^(43
"tions and deflectors newer '

and less firm.

(4)

(4)

Sharp edges and comers,
plane surfaces roughen ed.
[Surfaces dull, darkened, or
stained. Gen, r.ot ’’bright".

Button Size Distribution
^ Percent Stable Materiel;.

.'Assorted sizes tightly
ip..

e

ked auQ/or overlapping.

( 1 )

( 1 )

(2 )

jNc change in S'zes evident,
jstaole material s 80 -100%,

scouring and
Deposition

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

(Moss & Algae)

Less than 57. of the bottom
affected by scouring and
deposition.

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark green, per-
lennial. In Swift water toc^

COLUMN TOTALS

(4)

(6 )

(1)

Seme, intermittently at
outcurves & constrictions. nS^ihigh. Root mat overhangs
Raw banks may be up to 12"

Some new increas in bar
formation, most from
coarse gravels.

( 2 )

(4)

(8 )

Rounded comers & edges,
surfaces smooth & flat.

JAIL
Bank slope gradient 40-60?
Moderate frequency & size,
with some raw spots eroded
by water during high flows.
Present, volume and size
are both increasing.
50-707. density. Lowr vigor
and still fewer species
form a someviiat shallow and
discontinuous rou t mass

.

lil

(9)

( 6 )

(9)

-ESQR-
Bank slope gradient 60Z
Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR
imminent danger of same.
Moderate to heavy amounts,
predominantly larger sizes.

Earely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
floods. W/D ratic 15-25.
20 to 407. , with most in the
3-6” diameter close

.

Moderately frequent, moder-
ately unstable obstructions
6 deflectors move with high
water causing bank cutting
and filling of pools.’
Significant. Cuts 12"-24"

:nd sloughing evident.
Moderate deposition of r.ew

gravel & coarse sand on
old and scene new bars.

(6 )

(6 )

12 )

507 density plus fewer
specieB 6 legs vigor indi-
cate poor, di sc on t i nuous

,

and shallow root mass.

inadequate. Overbad flows
canrnon. V/D ratio >25.

<207 rock fragments of
grovel sizes. 1-3" or Iras
Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank crc-
sicn yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
occur! ng

T

Almost continuous cuts,
seme ever 24" high. Fail-
yre of overhangs frequent.

C 12 T

18]

(8]

;i2:

(4:

(3]

(8]

:i6)

“IS
Mostly dull but may have (2)

up to 357. bri gh t surfaces.
Moderately packed with
some ever lapping .

Comers 6 edges well round
ed in two dimensions.
Mixture, 50-507. dull and
bright. ± 157.. le 35-C57..

Distiib prior. shift slight.
Stable materials 50-807..

1

5 -307, afiected. Scour at
constrictions and where
grades steeper. Some
deposition ir. pools

.

[Mostly a loose assortment
.' with nc apparent overlap ,

j

(2) jj Moderate ' change in sizes
-

H Stable materials 20-507.

.

Common. Algal forms in low
velocity & pool eteas. Moss
here too and swifter waters.

I

||30-5C7. affected. Deposits
j[i2)|4 scour et obstructions,

constrictions . and bends.
Sets? filling of pools.
Present but spotty, mostly

(2) Jin backwater areas. Season-

(

al bl ooms make rock s slick.
-*rf'Fr

extensive deposits of pre-
dominately fine particles. Lf)
Accelerated bar development.

i

Well rounded in all dimen-
slcms, surfaces smooth.
Predominately bright,
exposed or scoured surfaces

.

(4)

TO

Nc packing evident. Loose I (8)
as sortment, easily moved.
Marked distribution change, ( . 6

)

Stef te tie te r* a Is C-207..
I

More than 507 of the bottom
C .i8^| In a state of flux or change

j
neatly yearlong

:24)

Add the values in each column for a total reach score here . (E . lie G . 22 + F. 51 + F.4

J
Reach score cf :< 3S=Exel lent , 39-76Cood, 77-llt=~air, .lo-^Poor.

_).

Perennial types scarce or
efcsent. If.llov-grecn, 6 h.c

t

term bl con up , be present

Form R-l 2500-5 (6-72;

OVER



> STREAM NUMBER & NAME: Sunday (Lower) STATIONS:.

DEPTHWIDTH

DATE: 8/29/79

VELOCITY VOLUME

Full Present Full

Pool 25 ! 30 3.0' S 5.0' 0.2 FS 20-25 _£ES_

Difflo 9 Ft ' 32 0.8' ! 2.5' LIS 20 QFS
i

1

1

Air: GRADIENT 1%
TLMPFRATURE

Water: STABILITY RATING 63
(Clears

TURBIDITY :T?TTJcy

t pnm M . ? and 3l 70 % RIFFLE 30 % RUN

Muddy

% GLIDE

pool Cl ASSES: % CLASS 1: 45 % CLASS 2: 19 % CLASS 3 27 % CLASS 4: 9

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant

(> 70%)

Abundant

(41 to 70%)

Common

(11 to 40%)

Present

« 1C*)

None

0

Orqanic Debris: X

Clay/Si It: X
*

X

Fine Gravel (0.1 to 1"): X

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3"):
~~T~

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :

X

Laroe Rubble (6 to 12"): X

Boulders (>12"): X

Bed Rock:
X

AQUATIC VEGETATION: X

INSTREAM COVER: (Good Fair

Logs

Poor None

ACover Types

(Indicate relative Undercut Banks
importance A>C; P)

Rocks Bottom Color tan (mar 1

)

Water Color cl ear

BANK COVER: Good

Choppy Surface

(faTr^) Poor None

Overhanging Vegetation.

Overstory Fir? larch, cedar ,
.spruce

0 ndi cata"

1

relative
5

Understory Alder, dogwood, birch

importance: a > c > p)

Surface Sedges, thimbl eberry , snowberry, birchberry

2 (\iiTpS/ftO 6-15/ft
2

l-5/ft
2

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS: >25/ft‘ OldS/ft-
Food Types: Caridisflies C Mayflies: £
(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails: Leeches:

6-15/ft
_Stoneflies: Q_

1-5/ft
Diptera.

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good

% Gravel >50% 35-50%

Velocity Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS

Depth Must be between A inches and 3 feet

Fair

20-34%

EMBEDDEDNESS 0

VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE:

LAND FORM GRADIENT:

LIMITING FACTORS:

2/3 f 7/8

SIZE: S

(?oor^

10-19%

Full

CO
None

<10%

100-300 ft.

11-20% 21-30%
<100 ft.

>30%

ADDITIONAL observations: Bottom coated with marl.

landmarks: Bridge 3738 in 5.18' on either side
INVESTIGATOR: B. May * = Estimates



9

R-l STREAM CHANNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

Item Rated

-Jg-.R EAXKS EXCELLENT

yardfar-n Slope

K*s* Wasting
(Existing or Potential)

Debris Jam Potential

(Floatable Objects)

Sank Protection
from

Vegetation

Sark slope gradient <30T
V.o evidence of past or

jpote.'.t i a a. for future mass
into channels.

'Lss.ntially absent from
iTCTediate channel area.

LOWER BANKS

_

Channel Capacity

:Sank Rock Content

Obstruction*
Flow Deflectors

Sediment Trap*

Cutting

907 + plant density. Vigor
and variety suggests a

deep, dense root mass.

( 2 )

iAmpie for present plus some
increases. Peak floors c •

tained, W/D ratio <7.
657= + with large, angular
boulders 12" + numerous

,

Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles .stable

Iwithout cutting or
deposition.
ILittle or none evident.
Infrequent raw bonks less

than 6" high generally.

Deposition

[iLittle or no enlargement
of channel or point bars.

:d

( 2 )

(2 )

(4>

BOTTOM

Rock Angularity HSbarp edges and comers,
|i plane surfaces roughened.

Brightness ISurfaces dull, darkened, or
rtained. Gen, not "bright".

i.onsolidation or
Particle Packing

Bottom Size Distribution
i p ercent ftable Materiel!.

.‘Assorted sizes tightly
| ip;.

e

ked and/or overlapping.
jNo change

scouring «nd
Deposition

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

(Moss & Algae)

sizes evident.
Stable materials 80-100%.
Less than 57. of the bottom
Effected by scouring and
depos i tior..

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark gveen, per-
lennial. In swift water too.

( 1 )

(1)

(2

^

COLUMN TOTALS ~Z3

GOOD
Bank slope gradient 30-407.

Stability Indicators by Classes

Infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.
Present but rtuctly small
twigs and limbs.
70-907. density. Fewer plant
species or lower vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

(4*

( 6 )

(A)

Bank slope gradient 40-60%
Moderate frequency & size,
vith some rav spots eroded
by water during; high flows.
Present, volume and size
are both increasing

.

50-707. density. Lover vigor
and still fever species
form a somewhat shallow and
discontinuous roo t ma ss.

M
(9)

(9)

Adequate. Overbank flows
rare. Width to Depth (W/D)

rat io 8-15.

AO to 657., mostly small
boulders to cobble 6-12"

(A)

Earely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
flood s . W/D ratio 15-25.
20 to 407, , with most in the
3-6" diameter class.

Some present, causing
erosive cross currents and
minor pool filling. Obstruc-
tions and deflectors newar
and less firm.
Some, intermittently at
outcurves & constrictions.
Raw banks may be up to 12".

iModerately frequent, noder-
|ately unstable obstructions
& deflectors move with high

| water causing bank cutting
and filling of pods.'

Some new increas in bar
formation, most freo
coarse gravels,

Significant. Cuts 12"-2A"
high. Root mat overhangs
sod sloughing evident.
Moderate deposition of new

(8)|jgravel 6 coarse sand on
'old and seme new bars ,

(3)

©

(3

(12 )

-E22IL
Bank slope gradient 601 +
Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR
Imminent danger of same

.

*-502 density plus fewer
species 6 less vigor indi
cate poor, discontinuous,
and shallow roct mass

.

inadequate. Overbsr i. flews
cannon. V/D ratio >25.

<207. rock fragments ct
grovel sizes. 1-3" or lra a.
Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank ero-
sion yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
occur! ng .

(127

Moderate to heavy amounts,
predominantly larger sizes.

15J

(8;

:i2:

(a:

(8 ]

(8:

Almost continuous cuts,
sane over 24" high. Fall- j(16)
ure of overhangs frequent.

Rounded corners & edges,
surfaces smooth 6 flat.

Corners £. edges well round-
ed in two dimensions.

Mostly dull but may have
up to 357. bright surfaces.
Moderataly packed with
some over lapping .

Mixture, 50-507, dull and
bright. j 157., ie 35-C57..

Distribution shift slight.
Stable .ng-tcrials 50-8C7..

5 -307. a ftected. Scour at

constrictions and where
grades steeper. Sore
deposition ir. pools.
Cocsnon. Algal forms in low
velocity 6 pool eteas. MoS3
here too a-id swifter waters.

(A)IMostly a loose assortment
!vtLth nc apparent overlap .

(C) 2 Moderate' change in sizes."
Whtahle materials 20-5C7,,

830-5C2 affected. Deposits
scour ct obstructions,

Jconstrictions. and bends.
Sane filling of pods.

(3)

Extensive deposits of pre- 1

daninately fine particles. j(iO
Accelerated bar development , i

Well rounded ir all dimc-n-
|

(A)
sions, surfaces smooth.

757 Predominately bright, 65?.~-,|(4)
1 exposed or scoured surfaces .

(6
)

|j bio packing evident. Loose
nssorbnen t , cas i ly moved

.

(8 )

yi ?.
'jj
Marked distribution change/ 1767
-9 tab le tie terlals C-2 07.

.

jPresert but spotty, mostly
(2)g.ln backwater areas. Seasor.-

. bl ooms make rocks slick.^ 3ir

More than 50*4 of the bottom
*8, |

it. a state of flux or change
nearly yearlong

(24)

(3)

Perennial types scarce or
absent. If llov-greci, short
term bl,.oo bp oresent

Kdd the values in each column for a total reach score here . (E . 23 + G . 1 0 + F. 30 + F. = 63 ) .

I Reach score cf :OS-Exel lent , 39-7b=Cood', ?7-llA=Fair, ,15-^Poor. Form R-l 2500-5 (6-73.'

OVER



stream number & name: Sunday (Upper ).

WIDTH

Present Full

DEPTH

Present

STATIONS:.

Full

DATE: 8/31/79

VELOCITY VOLUME

Pool

Riffle

10 15

12

2.0

0.8

3.5

2.5

1 FS’

2 FS^

5-10 CFS*

5-10 CFS*

Run 1

Air: £5
TLMPFRATURE

GRADIENT 1 . 5%

STABILITY RATING 70
(Clear J

TURBIDITYLffTTky

1 Pfini 1 1 ? and 31 ?(1 % RIFFLE 80 % RUN

tfuddy

% GLID E

POOL CLASSES: % CLASS 1:

BOTTOM MATERIALS:

% CLASS 2 9 % CLASS 3 1

3

% CLASS 4: 78

Very Abundant Abundant Common Present None

(> 70%) (41 to 70%) (11 to 40%) (<1«) 0

Orqanic Debris: 20

Clay/Si 1 1

:

20
10

Fine Gravel (0.1 to 1") :
10

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3"): 20

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :

10

Larae Rubble (6 to 12") :

10

Boul ders (
12"

)

:
10

Bed Rock:
X

AQUATIC VEGETATION:
X

INSTREAM COVER: (Good) Fair

Cover Types Logs

(Indicate relative

Poor

A

None

Rocks

indicate relative
Undercut Banks

importance A > C P)

Choppy Surface.

A

Bottom Color dark

Water Color -

Overhanging Vegetation.

BANK COVER: Good C^Falr)) Poor None

Overstory Spruce, fir , 1 arch , 1 QQCjSpol 6

U
J

ndka!e
n

^eia
P
tiie

S:

Understory Alder,mtn. map! e , dogwood ,
gooseberry

importance: A > C > P)

Surface Grass forbs

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS: >25/fr 16-25/fr 6-15/ft

Food Types: Caddisflies Mayflies: Stoneflies:

(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails: Leeches:

1-5/fe
Diotera

SIZE:

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good

>5051 35-502

Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS
% Gravel
Velocity
Depth Mus

EMBEDDEDNESS 0

VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE:

LAND FORM GRADIENT: (< 5%> 5-10%

YCCII III

GzD

Fair (Joor) None

20-34% 10-19% <10%

feet

2/3 Full

100-300 ft.

11-20% 21-30% >30%
<100 ft.

LIM i ting factors: 1) pool dev . in upper section, 2) silt in whole section

additional observations: Overmature spruce along bank, poor understory except for

sides on streambank. Stream is quite silty. Upper section (500') has only

class 4 pools , lower section has good pool dev.

LANDMARKS: Bridge on Rd. 315 in Sec. 6 500' on either side.

INVESTIGATOR: g t May * * Estimates



R-l STREAM CHANNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

Item Rated .

—

-oJ-7 RANKS .

EXCELLENT
Bark slope gradient <301 l S3

Stability Ind
GOOD

Bank slope gradient 30-40%

lcat

(4)

ors by Classes

EfelS
Bank slope gradient 40-60% J£L

EQfifi

Bank slope gradient 60X + (8)-yrdfarn Slope

Mass Vasting

Y.c evidence of past or

pote.itia*. for future mass f
v3St:n r’ into channels.

Infrequent and/or very small,
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.

(6)

Moderate frequency 6. size,
with some raw spots eroded
by water during high flows.

(9)

Frequent or large, causing
sediment ready yearlong OR
imminent danger of same.

(12>

Dvbris Jo® Potential Lss-ntially absent from

imediate channel area.
(2) Present but mostly small

twigs and limbs.
(4) Present, volume and sire

are both increasing. a Moderate to heavy amounts,
predominantly larger sizes.

(8)

Bank Protection
from

Vegetation

901 + plant density. Vigor

and variety suggests a

deep, dense root mass.
(3)

70-907. density. Fewer plant
species or lower vigor
suggests a less denoe or

deep root mass.

50-70% density. Lower vigor
and 9till fewer species
form a soroevdvat shallow and
discontinuous root mass.

(9)

<507. density plus fewer
species A less vigor indi-
cate poor, discontinuous,
and shallow roct mass.

(12]

i

Ichannel Capacity

'Ample for present plus roaie

jincreases. Peak flows cc

itained. W/D ratio <7,
(1)

Adequate. Overbank flows
rare. Width to Depth (W/D)

ratio 8-15.
©

Barely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
floods. W/D ratio 15-25.

(3)

Inadequate. Overt*,-k flows
common. V/D ratio >25. (4]

:tank Rock Content
1651 + with large, angular
boulders 12" + numerous.

(2) 40 to 657., mostly small
boulders to cobble 6-12".

(4) 20 to 4073 , with most in the
3-6" diameter class. 3 < 20T rock fragments cf

grovel sizes. 1-3" or less.
(8]

—
Obstruction*

Flow Deflector*
Sediment Trap*

1 Rocks , old logs firmly
'embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles stable
without cutting or
deposition.

(2)

Some present, causing
erosive cross currents and

minor pool filling. Obstruc-
tions and deflectors newer
and less firm.

(4)

Moderately frequent, moder-
ately unstable obstructions
fi< deflectors move with high
water causing bank cutting
and filling of pods.

3
Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank ero-
sion yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
occuring.

1

(s:

Cutting

(Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banks less

'than 6" high generally.
(4)

Some, intermittently at
outcurves & constrictions.
Raw banks may be up to 12".

Significant. Cuts 12"-24"

high. Root mat overhangs
end sloughing evident.

.12)

Almost continuous cuts,
seme over 24" high. Fail-
ure of overhang? frequent.

(16)

IjLittle or no enlargement

Deposition of channel or point bars. (4)

Some new increas in bar
formation, most from
coarse gravels.

(3)

jModerate deposition of new
gravel & coarse sand on
[old and seme new bars.

(12)

Extensive deposits of pre-
dominately fine particles.
Accelerated bar development

.

BOTTOM ! ... ^>r-

Sock Angularity
||

Sharp edges and comers,
!

: plane surfaces roughened.
(1) Rounded comers & edges,

surfaces smooth & flat.
w Corners A edges well round-

ed in two dimensions.
(3) Well rounded ir all dimen-

sions, surfaces smooth.
(4)

Brightness l!Surface3 dull, darkened, or

Irtained. Gen. not "bright". El Mostly dull but may have
up to 357. bright surfaces.

(2) Mixture, 50-507. dull and
bright, £ 15%, ie 35-C57..

(3) Predominately bright, 65%
exposed or scoured surfaces.

TO

• .onsolidation or ('Assorted sizes tightly
Pnr-fr’e Parking jipucked a„d,or overlapping.

(2) Moderately packed with
jcnne overlapping.

tMostly a loose assortment
[with nc apparent overlap.

(6) No packing evident. Loose
jassortment, easily moved.
(8)

Button Size Distribution
t Percent Stable Materials

jNc change >r> sizes evident,
’Stable materials 80-100%.

(4) Distiib Jtio c shift slight. (

Stable nat trials 50-8C7..

I Moderate' change in sizes.
Stable materials 20-5C7,.

" ©2) Marked distribution change,
I

Grade u? ter< a Is C-I07..
TO

scouring and
Deposition

(Less than 5’/. of the bottom
laffected by scouring and
deposition.

(6)

5-307. afiected. Scour at

constrictions and where
grades steeper.. Some
deposition ir. pools.

'JoJ 30-5C7 affected. Deposits
A scour at obstructions,
constrictions, and bends.
'Same filling of pools.

(18)

More than 50% of the bottom
in a state of flux or change
nesily yearlong.

1

24)

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

Gloss A Algae!

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark green, per-
jennial. In swift water too.

(1)

Common. Algal forms in low
velocity 6 pool aieas. Moss
here too and swifter waters. B

!Presert but spotty, mostly
in backwater areas. Season-
al blooms make rocks slick.

/-» \
(->V

Perennial types scarce or
ffcser.t . b f llov-greca, short
term blv.cn ru" be nresenu

ft \

COLUMN TOTALS —
| g 45 ~[_L2_ —

i

Kdd the v&lues in each colmr.n for £ total reach score here. (E. j5_+ f.12_+ f. * .JjQj.

) Reach score cf :<3&=Exel lent , 39-76k=Cood, 77-114*Fair , ilo-^Poor. Fora R-l 2500-5 (6-73!



'stream number & NAME: O'Brien Cr. (Lower) stations: T59N R33W S 3L_oate: 8/1 .
6/79

DEPTH velocity volume
WIDTH

Present Eul I Present Full

Pool

Riffle

Run

ILMPFRATURE

Air: .50°

Water: 54°

% POOL ( 1 , 2 and 3) 25

GRADIENT 1 - 2 %

STABILITY RATING 75

% RIFFLE 35

i Clear)
TUR8IDITY:Milky

Muddy

% RUN 20 % GLIDE 20

POOL CLASSES: % CLASS 1: 4 % CLASS 2: 1 3_ % CLASS 3 Z6_ % CLASS 4&5 57

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant

(> 70%)

Abundant

(41 to 70%)

Common

(11 to 40%)

Present

«10%)

None

0

Orqanic Debris:
Trice

Clay/Silt:
Trace
'race

5

20

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :

20

30

20
5

AQUATIC VEGETATION:

INSTREAM COVER: ('Good

Cover Types

(Indicate relative

importance A > C /> P)

Poor

P

None

Rocks

Undercut Banks

Bottom Color motti Sd

Water Color clear

Choppy Surface

BANK COVER: <Good) Fair Poor None

Overhanging Vegetation A

Major Plant Species:

(Indicate relative
importance: A > C > P)

Overstory Alder, Bog Birch-A,P Pine,Fir,Spruce-P

Understory Dogwood , A1 der , ( A) Thirnbl eberry ,Grasses(C)

Surface Dogwood, Alder-(A)

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS: >25/ft
2

16-25/ft
2 6-15/ft

Food Types: Caddi sfl ies^ (>?5)Mayfl ies : p (6-1 5 I
Stoneflies :_PjJL15j Dlptera.

(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails: Leeches:

SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good

% Gravel
Velocity
Depth

^EMBEDDEDNESS

*VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE:

>50% 35-50%

Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS

20-34%,

Must be between 4 inches and 3 feet

0 (7/p 2/3

SIZE: d) M

Poor

10-19%

Full

L

None

<10%

\ /
100-300 ft.

11-20% 21-30%

\ /

<100 ft.

>30%
SJflQ ft.

*LAND FORM GRADIENT: (\5%) 5-10%

*l i m i t i ng factors: Lack of suitable foods (although caddis are abundant, these are

retreat building micro-caddis and not readily available to fish).

additional observations: Braided channel near the upper end of the section. Two log

jams in upper end of section, not barriers, bridge crossing for the 0 Brien

Creek Road. Slumping bank, approx 20' high, approx 250' below bridge.

lst-Large bending pool 500' above bridge.
1

landmarks: Last-Run with gravel bar on right with alder overhanging 1/2 channel
investigator: width 500' below bridge. Deavep * = Estimates



R-l STREAM CHANNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

Item Hated Stability Indicators by Classes ~ —
05-1 BANKS -

EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR
! poop

• yrdfpm Slope ' ——_

—

Sank slope gradient <3OX \ Bank slope gradient 30-407. J4) Bank slope gradient 40-607 (63

K*ss Wasting
(Existing or Potential)

No evidence of past or
pote.it * a* for future mass
vast in'* into channels. <a

Infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.

(6)

Moderate frequency & size,
with some raw spots eroded
by water during high flows.

(9)

Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR [121

{tetris Jem Potential

(rirat&ble Oblects)

Lss-ntially absent from
immediate channel area.

(2) Present but mostly small <

twigs and limbs.
)Prcsunt, volume and size
are both increasing.

(6) Moderate to heavy amounts. (8!

Sank Protection
from

Vegetation

907 + plant density. Vigor
iiod variety suggests a

deep, dense root mass.
(3)

70-907. density. Fewer plant
species or lower vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

50-707. density. Lower viger
and still fewer species
form a somewhat shallow and
discontinuous root mass.

(9)

<50% density plus fever
species & less vigor indi-
cate poor, discontinuous,

:i 2]

LOWER BANKS

thannel Capacity
|

Ample for present plus some
increases. Peak flows c

Cained. W/D ratio <7.
(1)

jAdequate. Overbank flows
(rare. Width to Depth (W/D)

ratio 8-15.
2)

Barely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
Ifloods. W/D ratic 15-25.

(3)

inadequate . OvertsrK flews
ccrmon. V/D ratio >25. (4;

jEank Rock Content
657 + with large, angular
boulders 12” + numerous.

(2) 40 to 65%, mostly small
boulders to cobble 6-12".

St) 1

20 to 40% , with most in the
3-6" diameter class.

C6) 4! 20% rock fragments ct (8;

Obstruction*
Flow Deflectors

Sediment Traps

Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles stable
without cutting or
deposition.

3>
ftj

Some present, causing
erosive cross currents and
minor pool filling. Obstruc-
tions and deflectors newer
and less firm.

(4)

Moderately frequent, moder-
ately unstable obstructions
A deflectors move with high
water causing bank cutting
and filling of pocls.

(6)

Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank, crc-
sicn yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration

f

(8)

Cutting

Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banka less
than 6" high generally.

Some, Intermittently at
outcurves & constricticme

.

Raw banks may be up to 12".
(8)

Significant. Cuts 12"-24"
high. Root mat averhar.gs
2nd sloughing evident.

.12)

Almost continuous cuts
some over 24" high. Fail- :i6)

Deposi tion

iLittle or no enlargement
jof channel or point bars. (4)

Some new increas in bar
formation, most free
coarse gravels.

3 Moderate deposition of r.ev

gravel A coarse sand on
old and seme new bars.

:i2)

Extensive deposits of pre-
dominately fine particles. uo

BOTTOM _

Rock Angularity |5harp edges and comers,
plane surfaces roughened.

(1) Rcunded comers & edges,
surfaces smooth & flat.

(2)|Corners A edges well round-
'%%/jied in two dimensions.

(3) Well rounded ir all dimer- (4)

Brightness !Surfaee3 dull, darkened, or
Istained. Gen. r.ot "bright”.

(1) Mostly dull but may have
up to 357. bright surfaces.

(2^|Mixture, 50-507. dull and
Rbright. ± 15%. ie 35-(5%.

(3) Predominately bright, 65% -t. W)
‘.onsoli dation or

Particle Packing
'Assorted sizes tightly
i Pi-,eked and /or overlapping.

(2) Moderately packed with
i!i>ne overlapping. (% Mostly a loose assortment

with nc apparent overlap.
(6) Nc packing evident. Loose

j

(8)
assortment, easily moved. !

Marked distribution change. f7<>7
Btafie c-rnr i

Sottcci aizc Distribution
i Percent, ftable MaterifllL

jNc change in sizes evident.
jStaole materials 80-100%.

(4) Distribution, shift slight.
Stable .natcrials 50-8C7.. / j2

Moderate' change in sizes,
j

Stahl- materials 20-5C7..
'i?>;

scouring and
Deposition

jLess than 57. of the bottom
(effected by scouring and
deposition.

(6)

5-30% cfiected. Scour st
cons trie tiers and where
grades steeper. Seme
deposition ir. ocols

.

30-50% affected. Deposits
A scour at obstructions,
constrictions, and bends.
Sane filling of dooIs,

18)

More than 50% of the bottom
|

in a state of flux or change!
neerly yearlong.

24)

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

Clots & Algae!

Abundant. Growth largely
moss like, dark green, per-
{ennial. In swift water too.

(l)
1

Cocmon. Algal forms in low '

velocity 6 pool areas. MoS3
here too and swifter waters.

M̂
0

Present but spotty, mostly
in backwater areas. Season-
al blooms make rocks slick.

(3)

Perennial types scarce cr
efcsent. If llov-greei, short

'/ A

COLUMN TOTALS —
| ] g f'*

Add the values in each column for a total reach score here . (E ._1_6_+ G . 59 + F. + F. - 75 )

j
Reach score cf :<38=Exellent, 39-76=Cood, 77-:iu*Fair, ,15-^Poo Fore R-l 2500-5 (6-73!



STREAM NUMBER J. NAME: O'Brien Or. (Upper) stations: T60NR33H S.7 DATE: 8/16/79

TEMPERATURE „ nO
Mater: 48

T, pnoi.O, 2 and 3) 22

Present Full Present Full
1

1

Riffle
1

1

Run

1

1

STABILITY RATING 70

40% RIFFLE

TURBIDITY : Ml Iky
Muddy

% RUN 28 % GLIDE 10

POOL CLASSES: % CLASS 1: 0 % CLASS 2: 8_ * CLASS 3 21 % CLASS 4: 71

BOTTOM MATERIALS: Very Abundant Abundant Common Present None

(> 70%) (41 to 70%) (11 to 40%) « 10%) 0

Orqanic Debris: Troce

Clay/Sil t:
Trace

Sand:
Trace

Fine Gravel (0.1 to 1")

:

5

Coarse Gravel (1 to 3"): 10

Small Rubble (3 to 6") :
10

Larqe Rubble (6 to 12")

:

30

Boulders (
>12")

:

30

Bed Rock: 15

AQUATIC VEGETATION: X

INSTREAM COVER: Good Poor None

Cover Types Logs P Rocks A Bottom Color mottled
(Indicate relative

llndercut Banks P Hater Color clear
importance A > C ; P) .

Choppy Surface C Overhanging Vegetation A

BANK COVER

f

Fair Poor None

Overstory Alder ,Boq Birch , Dogwood --A, Spruce-P

(i

J

ndicaTe

n

Jela
P
tlie

S:

understory A1 der , Dogwood .Wi 1 1 ow-A Jhimbl eberry .Rose , Raspberry

Importance: A>C>P) r
Surface A1 der , Dogwood ~A .Will ovv~C

FISH FOOD ORGANISMS: 6-15/ft> 25/ft 16-25/ft

Food Types: CaridisfliesCl6-25MayfHes: Cl 6-25 S toneflles:

1-5/f
t^

D1ptera_

(Indicate relative
abundance A>C>P) Snails: - Leeches: -

*SPAWNING HABITAT: Very Good Good

>50% 35-50%

Must be between 0.5 and 3 FPS

Must be between 4 inches and 3 feet

% Gravel
Velocity
Depth

Embeddedness o

*VALLEY BOTTOM TYPE:

y>3QQ-ft. _

*LAND FORM GRADIENT: K5% 1 5-10%

^Limiting factors: None

Fair

20-34%

:'£
2/3

None

< 10%

100-300 ft.

11-20% 21-30%

Full

L_/
<100 ft.

>30%

In the upper 500 1 there is approx 60
additional observations: Qackmter from Beaver Dam begins to

end of this section.

Fish Present - WCT, BT, DV

1 of cascading riffle,

have effect just at lower

1st - large western red cedar on right 500
‘ above crossing.

landmarks: last - beginning of backwater from beaver dam 500 1 below
INVESTIGATOR: Deaver * = Estimates



R-l STREAM CHANNEL STABILITY FIELD EVALUATION FORM

Item Rated |—

-oerV l
EXCELLENT

.
-

Stability Tnd

_
1]

GOOD
lest or® by Classes

EMR E2£>£
. , r~ —— M Bark slope gradient <30X C (21fflBank slope gradient 30-407. JAl Bank slope gradient 40-60% (6) Bank slope gradient 601 + (81

Km ss Vesting
1

(Existing or Potential)

To evidence of past or
pote.'.tia* for future mass
vastn" into channels.

Infrequent and/or very small
Mostly healed over. Low
future potential.

(6)

Moderate frequency & Bize,
with some raw spots eroded
by water during high flows.

(9)

Frequent or large, causing
sediment nearly yearlong OR
imminent danger of same.

(121

Debris Jam Potent ioi

rn-3At:&ble Oblects) ;

tss-ntially absent from

immediate channel area. (a
Present but mostly small
twigs and limbs.

(4) Present, volume and size
are both increasing.

(6) Moderate to heavy amount®,
predominantly larger nizes.

(81

*^"1— . _ ||9G*. + plant density. Vigor
Sank rotec.. on

| and variety suggests a

Vegetation
|

dee ?’ denSe r00t maSS
*

(©
70-907. density. Fewer plant
species or lo«r vigor
suggests a less dense or
deep root mass.

(6)

50-70% density. Lower vigor
and still fever species
form a someviiat shallow and
discontinuous root mass.

(9)

50% density plus fewer
species 6 lets vigor indi-
cate poor, discontinuous,

:i:
1

T/TVER EAKKS 1L_ -

i

v'
i

Channel Capacity
I

;

Ample for present plus some

increases. Peak flours c.

tained. W/D ratio <7.
a)

Adequate. Overbank flows
rare. Width to Depth (W/D)

ratio 8-15,

Earely contains present
peaks. Occasional overbank
floods. W/D ratio 15-25.

(3)

inadequate . Overt*:- < flows
camion. V/D ratio >25. (4:

Sank Rock Content
657: + with large, angular
boulders 12" + numerous.

(2) 40 to 657., mostly small
boulders to cobble 6-12",

20 to 407, , with most in the
3-6” diameter class.

(6) < 2C% rock fragments cf
gravel sizes. 1-3" or less

(8]

[Obstructions

1 Flow Deflectors

|

Sediment Traps

Rocks, old logs firmly
embedded. Flow pattern
of pool & riffles stable
without cutting or
deposition.

(2)

Some present, causing
erosive cross currents and
minor pool filling. Obstruct
tions and deflectors newer
and less firm.

[Moderately frequent, noder-
|ately unstable obstructions
& deflectors move with high
water causing bank cutting
and filling of pools.

(6)

Frequent obstructions and
deflectors cause bank ero-
sion yearlong. Sed. traps
full, channel migration
occuring

.

i

(s:

Cutting
- .

Little or none evident.
Infrequent raw banka less
than 6" high generally.

Some, intermittently at
outcurvea & constrictions.
Raw banks may be up to 12".

(8)

I
Significant. Cuts 12"-24"

[high. Root mat overhangs
and sloughing evident.

.12)

Almost continuous cuts,
some over 24" high. Fail-
ure of overhangs frecuenf.

:i6)

Deposition

Little or no enlargement
of channel or point bars. ( (f0

Some new increas in bar
'formation, most from
coarse gravels.

(3)

(Moderate deposition of new
gravel & coarse sand on
[old and sane new bars.

:i2)

Extensive deposits of pre-
dominately fine particles. (if)

BOTTOM
Rock Angularity [Sharp edges and comers,

(plane surfaces roughened.
(1) Rounded comers & edges,

surfaces smooth & flat.

[Corners 6 edges well round-
led in two dimensions.

(3) Well rounded ir all dimen-
sions, surfaces smooth.

(4)

Brightness (Surfaces dull, darkened, or
Irtained. Gen. r.ot "bright".

(1) Mostly dull but may have
up to 357. bright surfaces.

(2) IMixture, 50-507 dull and
[bright, ± 157., ie 35-C57..

,(3)j Predominately bright, 65’,
”.

exposed or scoured surfaces -

<4>

• .onsoli dation or
Particle Packing

'Assorted sizes tightly
ip.,eked and /or overlapping.

(2) Mode rat aly packed with
some overlapping

.

'Mostly e loose assortment
'

vi th nc apparent overlap.
(6)

j

No packing evident. Loose I (8)

Bottom Size Distribution
i Percent ftable Material!

|Nc change > «• s \ zes evident.
Staple materials 80-100%.

(4) Distribution shift slight.
Stable materials 50-307. -to)

iModerate' change in sizes.
Stable materials 20-5G7..

n Marked distribution change, t
Btc! le materials C-I07.. 1

3T

Scouring and
Deposition

jLess than 57. of the bottom
loffected by scouring and
deposition.

(6)

5 -307. efiectad. Scour at „

constrictions and where v

grades steeper. Some
deposition ir. oools.

T21
30-5C7 affected. Deposits
w scour at obstructions,
constrictions, and bends.
Sane filling of pods.

'18)

More than 507 of the bottom
in a state of flux or change
nearly yearlong.

24)

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

(Moss 6 Algae)

Abundant. Growth largely
moss 3 ike, dark green, per-
itnnial. In swift water too.

(1)

Common. Algal forms in low
velocity & pool aieas. Mos3
here too and swifter waters.

(2)

Present but spotty, mostly
'n backwater areas. Season-
al blooms make rocks slick. ©

Perennial types scarce or
absent, \f.llow-greei, short n \

V' /

COLUMN TOTALS -—
| —ran ^ ~s~ —

1

*
Add the values in each column for a total reach score here. (E. 26 + G . 38 + F. 6 + F. - 70 ) .

} Reach score cf :<3&*Exel lent , 39-76a<3ood, 77-llLaFair, _ 15 -u=Poor

.

Fore R-l 2500-5 (6-73;


